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RHA
on
hold
THE NEW FITNESS PLAN
indefinitely
Regents

visit area
complexes
for ideas

BY SARAH HEAMEY

MARK. David Freeland. director
of food services, said last week
that the contract between Eastern
Five RHA members showed up and ARAMARK requires the comat Monday's weekly meeting to pany to give $10,000 to various
find out all RHA meetings have student organizations.
been postponed
Freeland said
until
further
the purpose of
notice.
the "hospitality"
Martin Hall
cards is to proCouncil President
mote participaZach Shaffner
tion and attensaid he had been
dance at organitold by his hall
zation events.
council adviser
The cards are
that meetings will
supposed to be
resume
once
used to provide
"things have been
food and drinks
cleared up" and —Zach Shaffner
at meetings, or to
the RHA accounts
take a guest lecMartin
Hal
council
are unfrozen.
turer or enter"Otherwise,
» tainer out to
nothing can be
"
lunch on-camdone but sit there
pus.
and talk up a storm, if you have
The -RHA Flex account had
no funds to do things," Shaffner been under control of RHA
said.
President Shalana Johnson.
At RHA's meeting Feb. 4. Shaffner believes the card is no
members passed a motioned that longer in her possession.
froze all RHA accounts until an
Initially, a RHA student comfinancial investigation could be mittee, headed by Shaffner, was
conducted. Particularly in ques- to perform a financial investigation was $1,500 in food purchases tion. However, RHA adviser
made on the organization's ARA- Patricia White said last week that
MARK Flex card.
the investigation had been handRHA along with six other stu- ed over to the university's
dent organizations, receive "hospitality" accounts from ARASee RHA, A2
Managing editor
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During the Feb. 8 Board of
Regents meeting, policies and
budgets were discussed — but
also of concern is the fitness and
wellness of Eastern students.
A committee, headed by Vice
President for Student Affairs Rita
Davis, has looked into building a
facility on campus to meet the
needs of students who are already
enrolled, and to entice potential
students into filling out an
Eastern application.
In the meeting, Davis reported
that with $7 million, the university
could build "a good facility" to
cater to students at Eastern who
are seeking a lifestyle with better
fitness and wellness.
There are already four sites on
campus designated as fitness and
wellness centers. The Burke
Wellness center in the basement
of Weaver the Begley Building; a
facility in Stratton used by the
Criminal Justice Department and
the new Moberly Building which
houses physical activity area
designed for the Athletic
Department and classrooms for
student use.
The centers on campus,
according to Davis, aren't enough
to support the demand for students seeking a healthier lifestyle
while living on campus. "This
building needs to focus on students and their needs," she said,
noting that the draft of the university's strategic plan is to "Develop
healthy lifestyle services and programs for students, faculty and
staff."
Davis has proposed the facility
be similar to The Pavilion, a
Georgetown facility built by
Burchfield and Thomas out of
Lexington, for the Georgetown Scott Co. Parks and Recreation
Board. The $8 million facility
opened its doors on Aug. 25 last
year, after three years of planning.
It houses 13 different amenities,
including an indoor track, and
multi-purpose gymnasium that
can divide into two basketball
courts thanks to a screen that can
be lowered.
Sherri Nicolas, Acting
Recreation Superintendent, said
that in the first week of January,

it was no longer
our puppy
anymore.

Ohia VsawProoren
The Georgetown facility features a basketball court spHt in half by a screen to make two smaller courts.
A survey of Eastern students showed they wanted more courts on campus.

Eastern officials visited The
Pavilion. "The President and
some of her vice presidents came
to see us."
The visitors paid close attention to the weight rooms, basketball courts and indoor track. They
were also interested in the multipurpose rooms where aerobics,
gymnastics and things like taeboxing could take place.
The Pavilion used telephone
surveys and town hall meetings to
determine what would be placed
in the facility. Nicholas said that it
was "a slow process." and a "oneshot deal so we wanted it to be
right"
Much like Georgetown residents. Eastern students were also
See WELLNESS, AlO

A walking track provides an area where visitors can exercise without
being on the basketball court.

B&T secretary
trial extended
BY SARAH HEANEY

According to the arrest citation, the money was charged to a
university credit card in
In a preliminary hearthe form of goods, sering yesterday at the
vices and money. The
Madison County District
citation also claims
Court, the lawyer for a
Dennis forged payroll
former Eastern secretary
vouchers.
asked for a continuance
Dennis worked for
on an embezzlement case.
the College of Business
Jim Baechtold a
and Technology for just
Richmond attorney asked
over a year before her
the courts for more time
arrest was made. She
to continue his investigahad been an Eastern
Chae
Lee
tion into the embezzleemployee since 1997.
ment case of Chae Lee
Her last day of employappeared In
Dennis.
ment at Eastern was on
court
Fab.
13.
Dennis, 26, of Waco,
Jan. 9.
was arrested on Jan. 9 She was grantDennis pleaded not
and charged with embez- ed continuance, guilty on Jan. 16 to all
zling more than $15,000 and will appear charges via video
from the College of in court again
arraignment
in
Business
and March 27.
Madison
County
Technology. Upon her
District Court
arrest, she was taken to
She is scheduled to
the Madison County Detention appear in court again on March
Center.
27 at 9 a.m.
Managing atWtar

National survey show seniors fare better
BY JCNWTH ROGERS

Student Success Committee for
use in hopes of improving the
freshmen year experience.
Carey said that Eastern hasn't
established "norms," or patterns,
in survey data yet — those will
be established with the third year
of survey data this year. Those
surveys are slated to come out in
March.
Students who respond within
the first 10 days of the survey will
be eligible for prizes like $50 in
phone cards, Carey said.

Editor

A survey comparing Eastern
to 470 colleges and universities
nationwide shows that Eastern
seniors are having better college
experiences than are freshmen.
Eastern is one of 470 schools
that participate in the National
Survey of Student Engagement,
distributed by the Office of
Institutional Research.
The survey, which goes to
155,000 students at four-year colleges and universities, measures
five major categories: level of acaAnalyzing the data
demic challenge, student interacIn all the five "benchmark"
tion with faculty members, active areas, the Eastern seniors surand collaborative
veyed a year ago
learning, enrichgave responses
Freshmen
ing educational
higher than did
experiences and
seniors at other
scores
were
so
supportive camKentucky universilow that the
pus environment
ties. In addition,
Karen Carey,
their responses
report
director of the
were above average
recommends
office of instituwhen compared to
tional research,
masters-level uniclose
examinasaid Eastern has
versities nationwide
tion and action
participated in the
in every category
survey two times.
except active and
plans.
The survey,
collaborative learning.
sent by e-mail and
hard copy, was
The results from
given to a random sample of 700 Eastern freshmen, however, tell a
seniors and freshmen in the different story: there was only
spring; a little more than 200 one area in which Eastern's
freshmen outranked those at
responded.
Carey said the results from other Kentucky schools.
the survey will be sent to the
When compared to other mas-1

I

i

ter's level institutions, those
scores were below average in
every category.
Scores in every area except
student interaction with faculty
are so low that they "warrant
close examination in order to
develop appropriate remedial
action plans," the report states.
In addition, survey data shows
that the difference in scores
between freshmen and seniors is
larger at Eastern than other
schools.
Measuring student
interaction
Eastern's strong point is that
students — especially seniors —
are interacting with their faculty
members more than students
elsewhere. Senior-faculty interaction is higher here than at 80 percent of the universities surveyed.
Survey data showed that
Eastern's seniors talk more with
faculty about grades, assignments, career plans, readings,
and work with faculty on
research and other activities
more than other seniors do.
For freshmen, however, the
interaction isn't that widespread:
"Freshmen are not having meaningful dialogue with faculty outside of their courses," the report
states. Eastern only outranks 40
percent of other universities in
this category.
i. See SURVEY, A2

How EKU stacks up

Eastern's senior class consistently ranked its college
experiences higher than did the freshman class In five
benchmark areas outlined in the National Survey of Student
Engagement. The percentage of seniors and freshmen
who rated 'engagement variables' higher than students
did at other master's level universities is compared below.
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SURVEY: Fewer freshmen are involved

Audit finish
dates unknown

From The Front
to take a foreign language. And nearly 20 perLevel of academic
cent more freshmen at other universities parchallenge
ticipate in co-curricular activities at least an
Seniors outranked freshmen in the level of hour a week 41 percent at Eastern compared
academic challenge also. Eastern seniors say to 60 percent nationwide.
they are more challenged than seniors at 60
Why the discrepancy? Survey data shows
percent of other universities. Freshmen are that Eastern freshmen are pulled in more
only more challenged than 30 percent
directions — more Eastern freshmen report
The survey showed that positive areas having to care for 'dependents.* like children
include that Eastern seniors are reading and or family members, and 63 percent of Eastern
applying theories to practical problems more freshmen are first-generation college students,
than seniors elsewhere.
compared with 45 percent of
However, fewer of them are
freshmen elsewhere. "This
required to work on reports over
may indicate that they arrive
Survey data
20 pages.
with a less accurate idea of the
shows that
Likewise, freshmen response
benefits of participating in colis lower than other universities
lege fife than some," the report
Eastern freshstates.
when measuring how much they
men are pulled
are required to read — only 71
percent say they had to read
Supportive campus
in more
more than five assigned books
environment
directions —
or course packs compared with
Eastern seniors fall in the
78 percent nationwide.
middle when evaluating their
more of them
In addition, only 42 percent of
campus environment: 50 perhave
to
care
for
Eastern freshmen say they
cent say their campus is supspend more than 10 hours a
dependents like portive. Half said administrative staff was helpful, considerweek preparing for class. That
children or
figure is 49 percent nationwide.
ate and flexible.
Freshmen don't agree: they
family.
Enriching educational
say the campus is less supportive than 80 percent of freshexperiences
Seniors again gave higher
men at other universities. And
responses when evaluating their educational only 77 percent said their fellow students were
experiences, and outranked 60 percent of friendly and supportive — compared to 83 perother universities. Strengths in the senior-year cent nationwide.
experience, according to the report, include
providing practical learning environments,
Active and collaborative learning
using electronic media to complete their
Seniors' responses were mid-range in this
assignments and having conversations with category as well: they experience collaborative
students from different racial, ethnic, reli- learning more than seniors at 50 percent of
gious, political and personal backgrounds.
other universities. Freshmen, however, are
Freshmen tell a different story. "Our fresh much lower: their experiences compare to
men would benefit from becoming more only 10 percent of other universities.
actively involved in campus organizations and
Because of such low numbers for freshactivities, from taking foreign language cours- men, the report states that opportunities for
es and from a more explicit valuing of multi- collaborative learning outside the classroom
cultural dialogue and experiences," the report should increase. However, because such a
states.
high number of Eastern freshmen have other
Although more of Eastern freshmen use obligations, the report states that collaborative
electronic media for their assignments, fewer learning might work best in the classroom
of them report plans to study abroad and plans first
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From The Front
Division of Internal Audits.
Shaffner said he was told that his student
committee would no longer be performing an
investigation.
"We were told no because it's an university
account," Shaffner said. "I was instructed it
was no longer our puppy anymore."
Beth Ballard, director of internal audits,
was unable to confirm that an audit was being
performed on RHA finances. However, she
was able to discuss the audit process.
Ballard's office performs three types of
audits: financial, operational and compliance.
"Financial audits would be a review of the
account" Ballard said. "And an operational
audit would be a review of the processes in
the department or the area under audit.
Compliance would be compliance with federal, state and local laws and university
audits."
Audits are performed either based on an
audit schedule or at the request of the university president Ballard said.
Ballard also said a audit completion date is
impossible to set
"AD our audits are unique and so there
would be no way of setting up when an audit
would be necessarily completed," Ballard
said.
After an audit is completed, a standard
report is sent to President Joanne Glasser.
Eastern Kentucky University audits are pubtic records.
RHA adviser Patricia White and RHA Vice
President Christina Thompson were contacted but did not return phone calls from The
Progress. Director of Housing and
Residential Services Kenna Middleton and
the Associate Vice President of Student
Affairs Mike Reagle were attending the
Southeast Association of University Housing
Officials this week and could no be contacted
for comment
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Have you thought

about the incentives in

California?
California has more financial and
professional development incentives
than any other state to assist the starting
teacher in a new career.

Valentine's Day
Thurs. February 14
• In Store Specials
• Gift Baskets - Roses
• Loose Flowers by stem
• Balloons, Plants, Planters
Candy • SUks • Stuffed Animals

Village Florist
125 S 3rd Si. '623-0340

California has

Diabetes Research
The faculty and staff of the University of Kentucky Chandler
Medical Center's Metabolic Research Group are seeking
volunteers to participate m a diabetes clinical trial to study how
diet affects kidney health in individuals with Type I diabetes
You may be able to participate if:

committed
$513 billion to
education
statewide to
bring qualified

• you have Type I diabetes.

teachers into

• you are between the ages of 18 and 40; and

the public school

• you want to learn more about the health of your kidneys.

system.

Laboratory tests, a physical exam and nutrition counseling are
provided at no cost Participants may be compensated
for their time and travel
Paolo Fanti. M.O.. and James W Anderson. M D. will
be investigators for this study If you are interested in learning
more about this study please contact the Metabolic Research
Grouo at («) 257-4858

Uf^HealthCare
www.UKHealthCare uky.edu

You chose to become a teacher to make
a difference in the lives of children.
But when you choose your first teaching
position, shouldn't it be one that can make
the difference of a lifetime for you?
California has just signed into lew the largest education budget in the nation's history,
and many of the dollars are earmarked for financial incentives to make it easier for
you to get here - and stay here. A variety of grants, bonuses, income tax credits and
home loan assistance programs are offered by districts looking for the best and
brightest teachers.
And inside the classroom, you'll receive outstanding support from state-funded
professional development programs.

Bring your teaching degree to California
Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers: Starting salaries of
$34,000 to $44,000 for first year teachers; up to $19,000 in grants for education loans; no-moneydown mortgages with low interest rates; and other incentives for teachers in areas of high need.
We need you in California. It's easy to get here.
For more information, call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach
(888-225-8322) or visit our website at
www.ceheach.cotn

CalTeach
left Coast. Right Job"
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By-Pass at Winners Circle
Nicole
Red Wing
Florsheim
Timberland
Soft Spots
Dexter
Keds

K-Swiss
Tretorn
Fila
Rocky

Dockers
Eastland
Easy Spirit
Rockport
Converse
Reebok
Dr. Martens

$10

$5 OFF
pair $20459

Sketchers
Nike

00 OFF
ONE PAIR- $60 or more
Excludes Close-outs/Dyeabtes
and Sales Shoes.
Expires 2/31/02
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Head over heels

565 Stoney Run Rd.» Richmond, KY

Kenny KlnaaNa, a member of Kappa Alpha Order, competes at the Greek Games, part of Greek Week celebrations. The Games were held in
Weaver Gym Saturday morning. Other Greek Week events included an inspirational ceremony and Greek Sing.

(859)527-0625
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Senate bill would provide safe spots
for parents abandoning their children
BYGMA VALE

News editor
On Friday, Nov. 22. 1991. a
newborn baby was found at the
Madison County Landfill. Charles
Long, the man that found the
baby, told Progress News editor
Tom Marshall that he " thought it
was a big rubber doll ... That's
when I saw the fingernails and I
knew it was a real baby.""
Just four months earlier, in
August 1991, a 19-year-old
Eastern student pled guilty to two
misdemeanors and was sentenced
to counseling in the death of her
newborn daughter. Pamela
Michelle Harris pleaded guilty to
concealing the birth of an infant
and the abuse of a corpse.
Under current law, a parent
who abandons a baby could face
felony prosecution and may serve
up to five years in prison.
Senate Bill 55 could change
that for Kentucky parents. Senate
Bill 55 would allow a parent to
anonymously surrender an infant
within 72 hours of birth to hospital workers, police, firefighters or
emergency medics without fear of
prosecution.
The Bill passed 34-0 and is currently in the House. It was among
the first passed by the Senate this
session.
Sen. Tom
Buford,
R
Nicholasville, the chief sponsor
of the bill, told the Associated
Press that the immunity granted
with the bill could one day spare
an infant from being left to die in
a dumpster or landfill. He told the
AP that some people might disapprove of parents getting off the
hook for abandoning their child.
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Your ad
could go
here.
Call the Eastern
Progress to
place your
advertisement
today.

622-1881

What we have
here is a chance
to save these
children, to give
them a first
chance at life.
—Tom Buford
R-Nicholasville

»
but his priority is to protect the
child.
"What we have here is a
chance to save these children, to
give them a first chance at life."
he said.
The last time the Eastern community was faced with an abandoned baby was in 1997 when a
Clay Hall resident gave birth to a
baby in the seventh floor bath-

room. There, a full-term baby boy
was found dead in a toilet by two
other residents. The mother, an
Eastern student, had given birth
to the child and left him in the toilet while she showered. The
mother, who claimed the child
never made a sound, left him in
the toilet while she went to get a
towel. She began hemorrhaging
and was found in the shower by
hall staff and police.
The mother's roommate told
police that she had no idea the
woman was pregnant. The
roommate noticed the woman
had gained some weight and
was wearing sweat pants quite
often. She also told police the
woman wasn't as sociable during the spring as she was the
past fall.
Teresa Scott, executive director of Mountain Maternal Planned
Parenthood, recommended any
student who thinks they may be
pregnant should seek medical
attention, and have a health care
provider perform a pregnancy
test.
"Regardless of the decision to
keep the pregnancy, either to
keep the baby, have a pregnancy
termination or adoption, medical
attention should be sought," Scott
said.
According to Scott, a pregnancy and child birth can be "life
threatening."
She
said,
"Pregnancy is a dangerous time
for mother and child. It's very
important to have medical attention during birth, for the woman
and the child.
"It's a misconception to have a
child in a dorm room," she said,
adding that women may think

Lisa's 'Barber 5%
508 Big Hill W.
Richmond, M 40475

(859)623-00%
Hours:
|\ies. 12-5:30 p.m. • Wed. - Kri.
8:30-5:30 p.m. • Sat. 8 - 2 p.m.

VALENTINE SPECIAL

$ 24.95
8x10, two 5x7'i,

they are in good health once the
baby is born, but "they're not OK.
There may be infection or complications that they might not realize."
Scott stressed that it's important to remember that some pregnant women do not show symptoms of pregnancy. She said
women should be responsible
about their sexual activities, and
use birth control correctly.
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Moon Tree Studio
specializes in personal,
professional photos. We take the
time to capture the photos you
want. We, also, do wedding,
senior portraits, team pictures,
location photos are our favorites.

Saturday, February 16th in
McBrayer Arena
5:30
EKD l.adv Colonels vs. Morehead State
Lady Eagles
1

8:00
EKU Colonels vs. Morchead State Eagles
\//.s///(/r///s Admiiit
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All under One R
This summer the following
offices wiR move from
their present locations
to their new home in
the Student
Services BuMoSng
BY SARAH HEANEV

Managing editor

Members of the Student
Government Association were
impressed with what they saw
during preview tour of the soon-tobe-completed Student Services
Building.
Over a dozen members of SGA
spent over an hour in the late
afternoon admiring the structure
while stepping carefully to avoid
tripping over cables, beams and
other construction debris.
Facilities Services Director
James Street led the tour and
answered numerous questions,
ranging anywhere from detailed
questions about the ventilation
system, to inquiries about who
was going in which office.
The main entrance of the new
building leads into an atrium with
a large peaked glass skylight
A 398-seat auditorium, a computer lab which will contain 175
computers. Admissions, Graduate
Admissions, and Mail Services will
take up the entirety of the first
floor.
The computer lab has a separate ventilation system and can be
kept open separate from the rest
of the building if it becomes a 24hour lab.
On the building's second floor.
, elevators are in place, but were non' operational at the time of the tour.
The third floor will be the
home of Enrollment Management,
Student Judicial Affairs and
Services for Individuals with
Disabilities, and Advising and
Testing. Two classrooms on this
floor will be used for testing purposes, such as ACT teat dates.
The fourth floor will hold
Career Services. Multi-cultural
Student Services and Cooperative
, Education. Career Services will
have an extensive shared reference area with the Counseling
Center.
Finally, the fifth floor will have
offices for Student Affairs, the
Counseling Center, and Housing.
Also located on the fifth floor

• Court—inj Center-W—war
1 HouMng-Jorws
Studant Affairs-Powe* and Beckham
■ Keynote conference room

»Cat—r Servte— Jon—

1 MuW-CuKural Stuxtent
• Cooperaaue B
Advteing and TeaHng-KaMh
Student Judicial Affaire a Servte— for
InoJvfduete wfth DteabtW—
-Turtey house and Caae Annex
Enrolment Management-Jon—

2th

400-8—t audHorium
Computer Lato-75 computera
AdmteB tons-Jones
Graduate Admiaetons
MeH room-Coatee
Steve Richardson/Progress
The new Student Services Building, as shown from Mattox Hail, is slated to be completion on June 5. Costs for
the building's construction, which has lasted a year and a half, total $20 million.

will be a keynote conference area
where, among other groups, the
Board of Regents will meet. The
conference table and the raised
audience section is wired for computer hookups. A projection screen
will also be in place. A kitchen to
warm up refreshments is adjacent
to the conference room.
On the fifth floor, large windows provide a sweeping view of
campus and especially of Eastern's
trademark Keen Johnson bell
tower. Street said in his personal
opinion the best office in the building was located on a corner of the
fifth floor. Jen Walker, director of
the counseling center, will be
occupying the office.
Parking for the Student
Services Building will be behind

Taylor's Sporting Goods
See us for
your
T-shirts
and lettering
TROPHIES
PLAQUES
CUSTOM
ENGRAVING

• Brings and Coaecttone• Regwtar-Coatee

e

the building and in the Mattox lot.
Traffic will tie into the existing
Alumni Coliseum parking lot flow
pattern.
The building cost $20 million
total, with $15.4 million in actual
construction costs. Construction
has taken one and a half years.
Substantial completion will be finished on May 5.
The legal definition of substantial completion that the building is ready for beneficial use,"
Street said. "It mean everything is
finished but we're going back to
correct minor things."
The Student Services Building
is slated for final completion on
June 5. Summer freshman orientation will take place in the new
auditorium.

#

Jam— Street, facilities services
director, shows Student
Government Association members
Lucas Hammons, the Senate
speaker pro tern, and Nick
Bertram, the SGA president, wiring
inside the new building Thursday
afternoon. Street took the SGA
cabinet members on an hour-long
tour of the building.
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GREEK CORNER

IHSTAHT CARE CENTER
646 Unvnty Shopping Conim . Rxhrnond KY 40475
(059)613-1960 • (659) 623 0619 (1w)

\\.«lk In Medical (arc Facility

<&

• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Can of adults
and children over two yeans of age

w

If you need gifts, paddles,
lavalieres, hats, you will
find It ana all your
Greek product needs
at the Creek Corner, Inside

Total Body Tanning

Services include.

S3

Eun-Young Youfrogress

where you can now find 9 mln
Cyclone, 12min * 20 mln beds
for the deepest, darkest tan.

• Physicals - personal, school, sports or insurance
• Laboratory and X-ray Services

"iYSMVminybk'ii

15 Leighway Drive
ollege Park
|Shopping Ctr
23-9517
Welcome back EKU Students!
6

For You
THE NEW CYCLONE!
forVDayl
Try and you'll see It is ^
New Owners!
THE BEST!
Upgraded Beds!

Monday - Friday: 8:30 im. -8:30 p.m.
Saturday: 8:30 am - 6:00 p.m
O* • Check •

VIM

Urn* one witi 10 and coupon
Good f=eb.is-ie, 2002

• Mw,i(j,d • In.urincc

636 University Shopping Center,
Richmond, KY
Appt. suggested

— We Welcome EKU Student* —

THE LEXINGTON
ICE & RECREATION CENTER!
560 Eureka Springs Dr. • Lexington, KY 40517

(859)269-5681 or 269-5686
Coupon

Buy One, Get One FREE
Admission
Good Monday - Thursday

Are you plugged In?
Visit The Progress online —
www.easternprogress.com

HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY LONG
with EKU student
or Faculty I.D.
All Appetizers 1/2 Price!
(Excludes Appetizer Combo)
Happy Hour
Drink Specials

All Day Long
with I.D.I

LUNCH BUFFET

$699
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
2 Meats, 3 Vegetables,
Soup, Salad, Pastas,
Bread. Soft Drink
4 Dessert Included.

Expires: 2/28/02

www.LexingtonlceCenter.com

1094 Barnes Mill Rd. • Richmond, KY
Exit 87 • Across from Hampton Inn

(859)624-4000
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SGA gives away rest of
organizational money
BY

ROQEHS

ment BTCS.

Edttor
Student organizations seeking
money for activities this semester
wont be able to go to the SGA—
the Student Senate handed out
the rest of ita $60,000 fund
Tuesday night
The following organizations
received money:
■ $1,200 to the Campus
Ministry Association to finance a
concert by the band Polarboy at a
campus-wide ministry Feb. 22.
Tuesday marked the group's second try at getting funding — their
first request was tabled after the
Senate made a request for more
information
■ $1,181 to the Penning Rifle
Association to attend a national
conference. The group has a total
of 16 members right now and
wanted the money for new equip
ment
■ $372 to the Student
Environmental Health Club to
fund an annual symposium.
■ $930 tothe Women's Rugby
Club for union dues and tourna-

All but $9.% of the original
amount is left in the organizational funding account That amount
will carry over to next semester
for the SGA
This was the first year the SGA
gave organizations the opportunity to request money for activities.
The SGA took a break at the end
of the fall semester to evaluate its
process.
That evaluation resulted in
changes in the funding process,
such as requiring the Senate's
Finance Committee to do less
work. Instead of spending time
focusing on whether to approve
the requests, the committee now
leaves that up to the entire senate.
"We had some bumps at the
beginning, but since we made
those changes mid-year things
have gone a lot more smoothly,"
said SGA President Nick Bertram.
He said that if not for the
money, several organizations
% would not have had as many
opportunities.
"If s truly made student organizations more successful and more

vibrant," he said. "I've had a lot of
students come up to me and say.
Thanks.'"
Bertram said he hoped the
entire funding process had made
students realize how important
electing their senators was.
"What we've done this year as
a senate has been a true display of
what democracies are all about,"
Bertram said.
Now, the Senate will concentrate on handing out money for
next year. Of the $60,000 it will
give away. 75 percent or $40,000.
will be allotted at the Senate's
March 26 meeting.
The money, to be used for
events next academic year, will
become available beginning Jury 1
with the new university budget.
The remaining $20,000 will be
held until next year for interim
funding requests from organizations with needs that were unanticipated.
Student organizations seeking
money for next year can send representatives to an informational
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 26 in
the Wallace Building.

•tr^Tbe Eastern
Remember Your Valentine with Flowers from

THE FLOWER GARDEN
FLORIST
110 North Porter Drive • Richmond
(On the corner of Porter & Geri Lane)

626-0204

Roses
Fresh-cut arrangements
Balloons
Plush Animals

Do you
have
opinions?
Voice
them!
Visit our
Message
Board.

www.easternprogress.com

One student reaps benefits twice
from SGA's organizational funds
BY JCWWFER ROPERS
Editor

Beth Kozuh hasn't just benefited from the Student Government
Association's organizational funding once — she's been a part of
two different groups that got
money from the SGA this year.
Kozuh is a member of Kappa
Delta Tau, Eastern's only service
sorority. She was the group's vice
president at the time it got $154
from the SGA to pay for food and
games at its annual Halloween
party for children in low-income
housing.

Kozuh said that time, the
process only had one major hangup: the Senate questioned why
the sorority already had money
for the party planned into its budget She said her sorority couldn't
go over-budget, and that in order
to have it at all they had to set
some money aside.
"We ran into one minor problem, because we didn't get the
money at first," she said. But
Kappa Delta Tau was eventually
awarded the money, and Kozuh
said the process wasn't that
painful: They were really easy to
work with."

Kozuh is also a member of
Eastern's chapter of the
Collegiate Middle School
Association, which used $260
from the SGA to send six members to a national conference at
the beginning of November.
The conference, held in
Washington, D.C., only ended up
costing Kozuh little over $100
after the SGA's help.
"It was out of our budget," she
said. "We didn't have the money
to do it I probably wouldn't have
gotten to go if we hadn't gotten
me money."

For a complete listing of the organizations the Student Government has funded
this year, visit The Progress Web site at www.eastemprogress.com.

^
^
V

For your Valentine—on February 23, 2002
^
Outback Steakhouse dinner, Live Music and Dancing.'^
Tickets $25—Call 624-4242 for information.
*

**********************

Winners of EKU Dining
Services Early Bird Meal
Plan Promotion!

«^

Matthew Ward.

..Round Trip Airfare for 2
lb Orlando, Florida! Plus,
2 Tickets to Disney!

Deanna Lansford

Gameboy Advance

Rachael Turrull

$100 Flex Dollars

It Pays to Dine at EKU!

KU

Z&iiuHfi Services

l

,

EKU NWworti Mint-grant and
EKU Subaanw Abuse ComrntH*

WMtSDI
U»1303

imam* ttttfcw= *.**=*.**
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► News Briefs
Compaad by Katie Written

International studies in
Hungary this fall
Two international agreements
between Eastern Kentucky
University and University of Pecs
in Hungary have open opportunities for students and faculty at
Eastern Kentucky University to
better understands global business and economics. It offers an
opportunity for students and faculty to study abroad.
William Davis, an Eastern professor, will travel to the
Netherlands for a two-month visit
this faD.
Three Eastern students, with
majors in economics and business, are currently studying
abroad at Hogeschool Brabant in
Breda, Netherlands.
Any students interested in
studying abroad should contact
Wright at 622-1478.

Jesse Stuart Foundation
hosts James Gifford
Jesse Stuart Foundation executive The Division of Public
Relations and Marketing will host
guest speaker James Gifford in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building on Wednesday
Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
From 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.. Gifford
will be available to talk to interested students about Stuart's work
Gifford will speak on "Jesse
Stuart the Man and His Books.*
Stuart was one of America's popular writers of short stories and
novels. Most of his stories are set
in Kentucky.
The lecture is sponsored by
Eastern's Center for Kentucky
History and Politics. The event is
free to the public.
i

Madison Bank robbed
Monday afternoon
Madison Bank located in the
University Shopping Center was

the Kentucky State Police,
Transportation Cabinet and
Governor's Coalition
for
Highway. The programs will host
contests and a variety of activities
for grade school children and various media campaigns.

Spotlight Day March 2
for seniors, students

Calitri wins national
health ed. award
Don Calitri has been
named the 2002 recipient of
the American Association for
Health Education health
Education Professional of the
Year
award
in
the
Adiiihiisli nli»m category.
Calitri is the chair of
Eastern's department of
health promotion and associate dean of the College of
Health Sciences.
He has been at Eastern for
26 yean, 16 of which have
been spent heading his

robbed Feb. 11 at 3:30 p.m. A
suspect was arrested and is being
held in the Madison County
Detention Center. The suspect's
name is not being released due to
further investigation into the incident

'Buckle Up Kentucky*
programs this month
Governor Patton has proclaimed that February is "Buckle
Up Kentucky Month." There will
be several educational programs
throughout the month hosted by

Eastern will host a spotlight
day for high school seniors and
community college students considering applying to Eastern.
They spotlight day will be held
Saturday March 2 from 8 a.m.
until 12:30 p.m.
Students planning to attend
must register by phone at 6222106 or online at www.enrollment.cku.edu/spotlight_spring_2
002

County Library opening
moved to Feb. 25

onfcne: www.sureplasntours.com 1800-426-7710

HELP WANTED
Construction
you!
Isghway
Construction
Company seeking student wMh computer background. Duties w* include
assisting protea atonal engineer and
land surveyor with surveys, computers and estimating Hours are flexible
and atmosphere is casual. Great
experience tor a r»ghry motivated noV
vMUal Pteaae submit resume to: Free
Contracting Inc.. Attn: Martin Fister.
1620 Old Frankfort Pike, Lexington.
KY 40504.
Ketty s Fruit Market is hiring Soring
and Summer help. Cal 85^624-2873
or85*«1-1410.

forafl
Madison Garden

Central Ky. center hosts
blood drive Feb. 27

FOR RENT

A blood drive on Wednesday
Feb. 27 from 12 p.m. until 5 p.m.
in the old dining facility. This
blood drive is sponsored by
Central Kentucky Blood Center
and Bluegrass Army Depot
The blood donated will be
given to patients at Pattie A Clay
Hospital. For further information
contact Mickey Bowling at 1-800775-2522.

Help! I need somebody! Madison
Garden

Roomate needed. S minute
from E.K.U.. on Lancaster Ave. Cal
859-623-0101 or 859-582-4400.
For sale or rent Extra large 5 bedroom. 4 bath, rebuilt Victorian home.
ideal for rent sharing or extended (amity $1,200 per month - $800 deposit,
references required Cal 859-6247883

MISCELLANEOUS
$250 a day potential bartending.
Training provided. 1-800-293-3985
ext 120.

Kevin Lasley reported that
someone broke into his locked
room and stole 60 compact discs,
and 12 DVD movies. The total
amount stolen is around
$1,430.00.

Seth Hart, 20, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Chadrick Pike, 22, was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.

TRAVEL
Alternative Spring Break mission
trip! Home repair projects, painting in
Martin County, Kentucky. Co-sponsored by Westminster Fellowship and
First Presbyterian
Church. Scholarships provided. If
interested, contact Cary at 85^6235323 or csashby 10aol.com.

Bob Barnes, night supervisor
of Keene Hall, reported that
someone standing on the 12th
floor had thrown a fire extinguisher down the stairwell.

Pamela Moore reported that
while her car was parked in
Alumni Coliseum Lot, her driver
side window was broken into and
her purse was stolen.

Feb. 1
Jair Short reported that her
Huffy Mountain ike had been
stolen from outside of Telford
Hall. The officer reported that
the bike was not secured in any
way.

Spring Break with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips on-campus, earn cash and free
trips. Info/Reservations: 1-800-6484849, www.ststravel.com

Karen Janssen reported that
her purse was stolen from her
office when she stepped into
another office.

AAAAI Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 days S279! Includes
meals & free parties!
Awesome
beaches, nightlife!
Departs from
Florida!
Cancun & Jamaica $459! spring-

r

#1 Spring Brae* Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas &
Florida. Earn cash & go free! Now
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-2347007, enctesssummertours.com

breaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
A free Spring Break! Hottest destinations/parties! Lowest prices guaranteed! Best airlines/hotels! Free
booze/food! 2 free trips on 15 sales
Earn cash! Group discounts! Book

117
E.Main St.
625-9394
$10 OFF

Found: camera In Weaver Gym on
Monday, Fob 4 Please cal 859-6222715 » yours.

VALENTINE MESSAGES
Chad, Happy Valentine's Day sweetheart Thank you for always being
there when I have needed someone.
Thank you for loving me with al of
your heart. God blessed me so much
when you cams into my Ma. and I
thank Him everyday. I love you very
much. 1-4-3"
To my love of over 3 years.
Jonathan Mattiaw RoBne Love is
patient love is kind. It does not envy,
It does not boast it Is not proud. It is
not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not
easily angered, it keeps no record of
wrongs. Love does not dotght m evil
but rejoices with the truth. It always
protects, always trusts, always hopes,
always perseveres. Love never fails.
And now these three remain: faith,
hope and love. But the greatest of
these is love. -Corinthians 13
You have shown this love to me since
the first moment I met you. I'm proud
to be your fiancee. I Love You!

spent by your side.
Happy
Valentines Day!! Love always.
The joy I feel when we're together, the
past when we're apart, the love you
give me. toe love I give you. the love
and time we spend together is the
best I could have ever hoped tor.
Everything about you makes me love
you more «vwy minute of every
day ..for this reason I LOVE YOU.
Happy Valentines Day, my LOVE
MUFFIN. Love, always and forever,
RYAN PS. Happy earty six month
anniversary)!!
To Shewn: Happy Valentine's Day.
The mnute I heard my first love story
I started looking for you, not knowtog
how band that was. Lovers donl Anally meet somewhere.
They're in each other al along" •
Rumi
I love you a bushel and a peck!
Amy19
Happy Valentine's Day JueHnl
I Love You Always. Jactyn
Brad: Thank you for being my beet
friend. I love you! Ashley
Shawn: Thanks for al the wonderful
mernories! I love you very much and
cherish every moment Stephanie
To my Manna Craw: You al are the
best! I love al of you bunches. Happy
Valentines Day, Christ!
I love you Mom! Happy Valentine's
Day! Catherine
Rudy: I love you "always and forever". Thanks for loving me as much as
I love you. Happy 11th Vatonttne's
Day! Cat v

To the love of my We: You mean the
world to me and I cherish everyday

.*w£fcm
800.367.1252
9- This weeks question.

SPRING BREAK
Bi-'t Airlmi'S

Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

(859) 624-2200

t Cancun flcinului Ma;atl;m •
►
Jamaica Bahamas
«'
Florida South Padre Island

GO HUE!

swe^BeBSwrJxwa
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

CALL NOW

1 800 SURFS UP
^« student e:
ixpra>»scom

up to 7 night ^VJO
room pjckigt O™ # ▼>•tutftnt

OT^r r»trr

• SOUTH PADRE*
• PANAMA CITY BEACH •
• STZAMBCAT.

FREE INTERNET CAFE 24 Hours
TtsakalleMaei VUMF1*LUM
LIVE WEI CAM OF DAYTONA ICACH

Toll Free 1-877-257-5431
'.spnngbrcak2.com

• BBECKENBIDGE.
•DAYTONA BEACH. ASPEH.

www.sunchase.com
1.80Q.SUKCHAH

ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best
ICE81
South Padre. Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas.
Axapulco. Florida. &
Mardl Gras. Reps
Needed...Travel Free.
Earn 888.
GROUP

PiBCOuirre

ladcpcadeat Associate

www.leisuretours com

EKU Students & Faculty

Get 15% off

FREE DELIVERY

624-0404
CAMPUS DEl.IV

1010 Brandy Lane 625-0077

For the Best Developing around it's Picture Perfect Photos!

a+.

Matt (8S9) 624-4354

Do you need great
Prints?
Bring them to
We can make Prints
from : CD's, Zip disks
Memory sticks,
SmartMedia,
Compact Flash
& Floppy disks.
Sizes From Wallets
to 12x18

FOR

Call Marketing Solutions.

Simply the Best Shop in Town

* PIZZA

■•V STROMBOLI -& SWEETIE PIE

/* MA GIA
BREAD

k H^I/VGS

f
t

!

SPRING BREAK
bun - 5urf - Activities

Need a lawyer? Or know someone who
does? Maybe you just want some extra
cash. Looking for business
orientated and motivated individuals.
Noon-ep.m

Digital Camera?

AAAA! Spring Break Panama City
from $129! Boardwalk room w/
kitchen, next to dubs! 7 parties nduding free drinks! Daytona $159!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386

{Marketing Solutions

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

Do you have a

Spring Break Cancun. Panama City.
Daytona, South Beach. Florida. Best
hotels and parties. Lowest prices!
www.breakerstnwai.corn 1-800-9856789

"Who won the MVP in
the All-Stor game
on Sunday?"

Feb. 4
James VanWinkle reported
that someone had stolen the EXIT
sign from the sixth floor of
Palmer Hall. He also reported
that a ceiling tile on the fifth floor
had been damaged or removed.

Feb. 3
James Mulholland reported
that his driver's side mirror was
damaged while the car was
parked in the Commonwealth Lot

Spring Break Panama CRy
"Summit" Condos, otecount rates.
404-3SS-9637.

LOST & FOUND
Circte Yl Ranch: Seeking enthusiastic, youth oriented individuals to serve
as positive rote models to serve as
camp staff. Waterfont/Poot, Low/High
Ropes. Omomg Tower. Arts & Crafts
and Bam Staff positions available
Contact Sue Ownby at615-865-0003
www.Youthincorporated.org

Student Groups: Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundrasng event Does not involve
crerJt card applications. Fundrai6ing
dates are flsng quickly, so cal today"
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238. or visit www.campusfuridraiser.com.

Compiled by Katie Wittich

Feb. 5
; Philip Ledford reported that
his acquaintance, Wilburn
Richmond failed to deliver a
money order to the Billings and
Collections Office.
■ Ledford claimed the Richmond
asked if Ledford wanted him to
take the money order there for
him since Ledford was feeling ill.
ledford agreed and said it had to
be there by 4:30.
When
Ledford
asked
Richmond if he had delivered it
Schmond said yes and said he
iled to get a receipt Ledford
called the office tile next day and
♦as informed that the money
order was never given to them.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

Madison County Library opening day is being pushed back
until Feb. 25 due to last minute
delays. The new location will be
at 507 West Main in Richmond.
Tax forms are available at the
Richmond Mall mailroom until
the new library building is open.
Anyone needing library materials
is welcome to use the library's
location at 319 Chestnut St. in
Berea or die bookmobile

► Police Beat:
Feb. 6
Karen Hopkins reported that
her cell phone was stolen from
her purse while attending dance
practice.

►

• CHEESE
BREAD
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Seven groups get
food accounts
BY SARAH HEANEY

Managing editor

Six student organizations
other than the Residence Hall
Association use a Flex account
given to them by ARAMARK
that is supposed to provide
refreshments for meetings,
guests and banquets.
David
Freeland. director of food services, said last week that in
ARAMARK's contract with
Eastern. $10,000 is provided
each year to student groups for
food accounts. He said this was
a way to help student groups
fund activities and increase
group participation.
Acting Dean of Student
Development Sandra Moore
said the Student Government
Association,
RHA.
Interfraternity
Council,
Panhellenic
Council,
Association of Black Collegians,
Not the Usual Traditional
Students and International
Student Association are provided organizational Flex cards.
Although initially only four
organizations benefited from
the ARAMARK accounts. Moore
was able to add three new
groups this year.
"When I first started out
there were four primary organizations that were recipients of
it." Moore said. "After I took
into consideration the organizations and the students they represent, or constituencies per se
and expanded that list to go
beyond and be inclusive of
NUTS, ISA and ABC."
Moore said the $10,000 is
divided up between groups
based on the number of students the group represents. She
makes the recommendations
about how much each organization should receive each year on
the Flex account
"Even when I made the determining factor, I had sent this
letter to David Freeland and the
associate vice president,"
Moore said. "What I had done
was list all the student organizations and recommended dollar
amounts each one received."
On July 30, the balances left
on the Flex cards are removed.
The money does not roll over
into the next year.
Moore also noted that some
funds are left over after the
money is distributed to the
seven organizations. Other student groups can apply to use the
additional funds to help fund a
banquet or provide pizzas at a
meeting.
Moore noted that she does
not monitor the use of the organizational Flex accounts on a
day-to-day basis. The presidents
of the seven organizations are
given one card apiece.
"What happens is they're
given to the presidents with the
understanding it's up to the
integrity of the leadership as to
how it's used," Moore said.

Moore said the possible
improper use of the RHA Flex
account ran up a "red flag" for
people because it was not common knowledge the Flex
accounts existed and what they
were supposed to be used for.
"Sometimes when you have a
changeover in leadership you
might have an organization or
two that takes a minute to get
on track," Moore said. "We
need to have a couple of telephone calls just to talk about
what it's supposed to be used
for."
However, Moore felt that
most student groups used the
Flex accounts in a proper manner.
Organisations with
ARAMARK accounts
Student
Government
President Nick Bertram reported that his organization receives
$3,500 a year on its ARAMARK
Flex account.
Bertram noted that SGA uses
the card for the annual banquet,
hosting conferences, cabinet
meetings and individual meetings. It's also used to provide
drinks to members who wear
their SGA T-shirts to meetings.
Bertram keeps the card and
personally tracks the expenditures.
"I sometimes give the card to
executive cabinet members
when they have committee
meetings and interviews,"
Bertram said.
Nicole Haydan. president of
ABC, was unsure how much
money was placed on her organization's Flex account. She said
they just got the account this
year.
"We use it for different reasons, organizational meetings,
luncheons, things like that,"
Haydan said.
Haydan said if another member of the group needs to use
the card, she usually gives them
permission.
Jey Marks, adviser to the IFC
and Panhellenic Council does
not allow the presidents of the
organizations to keep the Flex
cards. He keeps them in his
office. He allows officers to use
the cards for executive and
council meetings.
They usually go as a group,
that's what I recommend to
them," Marks said. "It gives
them a kind of cohesive bonding time. If they go down there
and eat as a group, they can talk
and grow together a little bit
better."
Marks also was unsure how
much money was placed on IFC
and Panhellenic's Flex accounts
this year.
Stephen Wilkins, adviser to
NUTS, said the card is always
used for organizationally-related
functions. He was not sure how
much money NUTS was given
on its account this year.

1
Lane and C.nv\ Taylor, tinnier owners
<>t Lanes 1 [air St\ ling are proud to
announee their Grand Opening oi a
New Salon...

A Carey-Lane Salon
inside Powerhouse Gym
Steve Richardson/Progress
John Paragoy, at far right. Eastern's interim director of multicultural student services, helps secretary Elizabeth Cnanautt, left. Kenny Jonson, miodte, and Demon Chapman, seated, in his office Tuesday.

Peregoy: Diversity
affects everybody
BY SARAH HEANEY

Managing editor

"Diversity issues are threatening for everybody at some level."
John Joseph Peregoy, interim
director of Multicultural Services
at Eastern, has plenty of experience to back up his statement.
Peregoy. an American Indian, has
dealt with diversity issues all his
life. And at the age of 20 he chose
diversity as his career path.
But he is not daunted by the
fact diversity topics put many on
the defensive.
"Cross-cultural psychology
tells us there's more differences
within groups than between
groups," Peregoy said. "So if we
realize that and look at our similarities as well then we can work
towards making our campus community and the communities we
live in better places to live."
Peregoy's optimistic outlook
has prepared him for the multicultural office's new charge. He was
hired in November and was greeted with a change in the definition
of diversity on Eastern's campus.
"Before we focused on AfricanAmerican students," Peregoy
said. "We now define diversity
very broadly to include Black
Americans, Asian Americans.
Hispanics, Latinos. American
Indians, Alaskan native, students
with disabilities and gay. lesbian,
bisexual or transgendered students. Actually, any student that
would like to access our services."
Peregoy noted students of different income levels and from different regions in Kentucky, like
Appalachia. are also groups representing diversity.
Peregoy said he believes the
Multicultural Services office was
created in the early 80s when the
Office of Civil Rights found the
university to be practicing a "separate but equal" delivery of services.
In conjunction with the diversity committee, Peregoy is in the
process
of
planning
a
diversity /unity week.
"I would like to include perhaps an American Indian tradi-

tional dance troupe, maybe some
Caribbean steel drums, maybe a
Latina salsa dancer, things the
campus doesn't get much of an
exposure to," Peregoy said. "We'd
like to put on a mini-lecture series
talking about issues in different
minority communities."
Peregoy comes to Eastern
from the University of Utah.
Another position he held for four
years at Potsdown Coflege in New
York as assistant acting director
of an educational opportunity program was very similar to the work
he is doing at Eastern.
Peregoy was raised between
California and Montana. He has
been exposed to diversity issues
since he can remember.
"I grew up in a mixed household." he said "My dad was a white
guy, a minority in the house."
At 20 Peregoy worked in a
community action program in
Montana, helping organize low
income families so they could represent their issues and lobby. It
was then he realized that multicultural counseling would be his
career path.
Peregoy has several long term
goals for his office. He wants to
increase minority retention and
graduation. Also, diversity training for students, faculty and staff
is a must.
"It can be daunting to be a
minority student on a predominantly white campus." he said.
"We need to infuse the curriculum with diversity issues."
Peregoy is quick to point out
that multicultural services will
work with everyone on campus.
"Someone came in to me yesterday and asked "Do you work
with white people?' and I said sure,
because we're offering tutoring in
math right now," Peregoy said.
Peregoy said that so far he's
enjoyed living in Kentucky and
feels his office has received much
positive support.
"I like Kentucky," Peregoy
said. "I think there's a lot of
things that are ready to change. I
think the campus wants to change
and I think the community wants
to change."
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Nails by Carey
Full Set $25
Fill-in $15
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Two 1-hour
massages $55
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EYE EMMS
EYEGLASSES
CliTICTS

SERVING MADISON
COUNTY SINCE
1909
EYEWEARFROM
THE AFFORDABLE
TO THE ELEGANT

IEUINGIIIS

Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission, ROTC/Simulianeous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
BENEFTTS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

Big Hill Avenue

624-0198
Make someone feel special with...
• A dozen long-stemmed
medium ROSES wrapped
in tissue -$26.95
• A dozen long-stemmed
medium ROSES arranged
in a vase -$57.95

• Our large assortment of
STUFFED ANIMALS &
Valentine BALLOONS.

'789*0038**'

Mass.
You know you need
to be there.
Mass is good for you. It's Lent.
You should go.
Luckily, we've made it easier than ever.

5 pm Mass at Newman
on Thursdays of Lent
(Feb. 14,21. 28. Mar. 7& 14)
Catholic K«*min Center
NotluW.lirnM.il

Lip color .m.l

405 Univervry t>rive
6 2 J-9400

You'll receive a FULL-size
LUXIVA* Ultra Lipcolor
withSPF 15

MIRACOL" Rcv.talizing
Cream

llMlllJdllOII

oeen

123*4267 _

J

Pluf convenient
travel-sizes of:

nt'tiiliiblc in iu>o
fhiiilt options!

MON.-TNUR-FHLtAM-l
*P!M.-T\jeat-7M*
WED * SAT.
BA.M 12 NOON

624-3601
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Walk-in Space available
By appointment
Call

OFFICER CANDIDATES

Mar-Tan Family
Vision Center, PSC
J T (TANNY) PHCLPS • OPTICIAN

Rosemary Marionneaux
Massage Professional

LUXIVA* PREVENTACFT
Firming Defense Creme
Normal/Oily with SPF 15
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Liquid Makeup SPF 16

Are you
looking for
PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT?

$8.50 - $9.50 per hour
20-25 hours per week
Convenient work schedules
Paid vacation, holidays, plus medical benefits
$2,000 per year night-sort tuition reimbursement

Call 1-888-WORKUPS
For more information or visit: www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

*FR££ with the purchase of two or more
Merle Norman covnetic producrt
C'mmetK acueuorm not included
Orta valid while supplm las. at name.sating Merle Norman Covnetic
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Carriage Gate Shopping Center
MOD. Sat. 1000 am 7:00 pm

859-624 9825
Merle Norman Cosmetic Studios are independently owned and oriented
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► News Quiz

Who's running the RHA show? F§

K, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.eastemprogress.com and you
can cheat.

RHA problems
affect all of campus
Come one, come all to the
most unorganized show of
all! Introducing a comedic
act of the Residence Hall
Association, which is juggling our
money to provide us with entertainment and programming to
keep campus residents happy.
But will they be providing campus residents with quality programming and services this
semester? All signs point to no.
Apparently, the juggling act wasn't successful and someone
dropped the financial ball.
All RHA accounts are frozen
while an internal audit is performed by the university. As RHA
member Zach Shaffner pointed
out, what more can an organization with no available funds do but
sit around and talk up a storm?
Some may ask, what do I care if
one student organization out of
many is in financial hot water?
Well. RHA does has the second
largest constituency of any student organization on campus.
RHA also could've played a very
important role in increasing
Eastern's student enrollment and
retention. Make the students
happy with their living environment on campus, and they're
more likely to stick around. In
turn, if retention is increased the
university could receive more

existfcr* bufcftnc*. In
■wen town arm umy

M
a) Stanford
b) Lancaster
c]i Georgetown

*
a) Jen Walker
b) Ron Harrell
c)Jey Marks

Nathan BuKocfc/Progrsss

funding for future projects.
And most importantly you
should be concerned because the
majority of RHA's funds come
from the thousands of dorm residents housed at Eastern. Over a
dollar is taken out of every student's residence hall fees and
placed into RHA's accounts. Also,
every time a student forgets his
key and pays a dollar to get back
in his locked room, that also goes

up and take responsibility for a
into RHA funds.
So what's going on with all this year or more of not operating
under any type of budget or finanstudent-provided money?
Apparently, lots of mismanage- cial oversight.
Hopefully, RHA's audit can be
ment, ignorance and possibly a
finished in a speedy manner and
touch of dishonesty.
the organization will soon be on
No one connected to RHA,
its feet again, able to serve the
whether they are students, adviscommunity that funds it Perhaps
ers or residential housing offithen all student organizations, not
cials, has pointed the finger of
blame at anyone. However, no one just RHA, will realize the importance of financial accountability.
has felt the need to publicly step

®

have left In Its

a) $1,000,000
b) $9.96
c)$.99

Low-budget wellness center better than nothing
Well... we've got the
money, we might as well
spend it
; Eastern's got a full $7 million to
spend on a new wellness facility.
That money, allotted in the
state's budget in the 2000-2002
biennium, was supposed to double this year. That would have
meant an extra $7 million — $14
million total — to spend on the
building. Another $6 million was
to come from student fees and
donations.
That totaled up to somewhere
around $20 million for a brand-

spankin' new wellness facility.
Way back then, President
Robert Kustra was confident
Eastern would get the money.
"All I know is that we have
seven, and that we will have at
least that amount in the next biennium," Kustra told The Progress
on Jan. 27. 2000.
But times, they are a-changin'.
What seemed like a sure thing
then turned out not to be so sure.
The state's budget got tight and
the cuts started coming. Eastern
didn't get the extra $7 million
after all.
So where are we now? The uni-

versity's left with $7 million that
can't be taken away. But what
do you with barely half the
money you need for a new building?
You spend it or it goes away.
You improvise. Make some
changes in your plans. You look
around, and see what you can get
for your money.
Turns out what we can get is
still pretty impressive, even for
half the cost. Putting the new center behind the Moberhy Building
will save aesthetic costs, and leaving out a swimming pool will cut
back considerably.

The center students will see
will be modeled after a community center in Georgetown and a
wellness center owned by Toyota
— built for about the amount
Eastern has to spend.
So even though the wellness
center isn't going to be as
grandiose as was once planned, it
can still be good. Eastern officials
should be commended for their
commitment to give students a
wellness center that's been over
three years in the making, and for
their ability to change their plans
under some major monetary constraints.

saw mtmtmmqfm
A \ The Colonel is jumping on a
\ '
\ card board box at a basket
v^^ball game because:
a) he's into recycling.
b) it's one of his Kooky stunts.
c) he shrunk the opponent's mascot
and put it in the box.

► Campus Comments
Have you ever had a Valentine's Day nightmare experience? Accent editor Ronica Brandenburg asked students to recall their uxyrst Valentine's Day gift. ever.

Chc^o. III.
Major Forensic
Science
Year Freshman

My exboyfriend got
the "20 for 1"
greeting card
deal at Walmart. It cost
him 99 cents
for 20 cards
and the candy
he gave me was
the candy his
mom got him."

Cincinnati
Major:
Secondary education, history
Yoar: Junior

The worst
Valentine's Day
gift I ever
received was a
bag of dog shit
with some flowers in it. My
girlfriend at the
time left it for
me in my locker.

My worst
Valentine's Day
is this year
because I don't
have Steve with
me. He doesn't
love me anymore, but I love
him very much.

The worst gift I
got was a pair
of house shoes
that said 'sexy*
on them. I just
didn't feel very
masculine in
them.

Construction
Technology

JASON WILLm

I got a chocolate bunay
once. I'm not
too big on
chocolate.

Mt. Vemon
Job: Employee
in the biology
department

»
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Sports
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Who's That
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Classified/Subscriptions
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The Progress welcomes submissions for. My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only filesColumns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressOaca.eku.edu or faxed to die office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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Marathon raises $$ for cancer research

DEVINKIARER
MyTum

an English
majof.

When I was three years old, my
uncle, Brian Fitts. passed away
after a long battle with chronic
rymphocytic leukemia. At the time I
wasn't old enough to understand what
was happening to my uncle, or to understand what leukemia was. Almost 20
years later, I have a much better understanding of how critically serious
leukemia & other blood-related cancers
are and the overwhelming amount of
Americans they affect every day. I also
understand that because of this disease
there will always be a void in my life
where my uncle Brian should have
been. I can only imagine the pain parents must feel when they lose a child to
leukemia, the No.l disease killer of children in America.
This is why I've decided to do something to help fight this horrible disease.
This June, I am running in the Rock *N"
RoO Marathon (26.2 miles) in San
Diego as a participant in The Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society's Team in
Training program. I have run shorter
races before, but this is different This
is not about running; this is about saving lives. I am running in honor of
seven-year-old Miranda Martin of
Lexington, KY. who was diagnosed in
1998 with acute leukemia.
My goal is to raise $3,300 for the
Leukemia Society in conjunction with
the marathon. This is where you can

Put down the cell phone!I

SARAH HEANEY
''•Tom
Sarah Heaney
is a senior journalism major
from Stanford.
She Is ttw managing adRor of
The Progress.

help. With your donation, you can help
the Society treat patients and find a
cure for Leukemia & Lymphoma so
children like Miranda will no longer
have to suffer at the hands of this horrible disease. If you choose to give, you
can have assurance in the fact that your
generosity will help the people who
need it most Donations are tax
deductible, too!

If you would like to know anything
else about Leukemia, The Team in
Training Program, or anything else
please do not hesitate to e-mail, write or
call me. One of the reasons I wrote this
article is to increase awareness of
leukemia and the battle being waged to
defeat it Please contact me if there is
anything on your mind. I love it when
people show interest

Along with many
Americans this
past weekend I
watched the opening
ceremonies of the
Winter Olympics. Yea. I
sat through all three and
a half long hours of it
What I thought was
going to be a high point
the international parade
of the athletes, turned
out to make me laugh
out loud in disbelief and
disgust
What caught my
attention was one particular group of athletes
who came marching out
proudly... with cell
phones glued to their
ears. At least two I athletes I saw were happily
chatting away on their
Nokias.
Wouldn't marching in
the parade of Olympians
and representing your
country be the finest
moment of any athlete's
life? Would you spend
such a moment on your
cell phone?
To make matters
worse, another cell
phone incident came
later. After the

Americans were seated.
President Bush joined
them in the stands. A
zoom shot showed a
female athlete jamming "
her cell phone in the
President's face,
demanding that he
speak to whoever was on?
the other end.
1 can just imagine the j
conversation now: "Hey, j
Mom youll never guess •
who is sitting right
beside me! Wanna say hi
to him?"
This atrocious display
of cell phone addiction
itis just goes to show
Americans (and others!)
have a serious problem I
with detaching their ears
from their cell phones,
no matter how inappropriate the situation or
setting is.
*
So America, turn off
your cell phones! Put
them away, look around
you! You might not be
tuning out the finest
moment of your athletic '
career, as some
Olympians did this
weekend, but you might
be missing a very
important moment in
your life.
/

Student believes frats and sororities not living up to potential

CECIL SMITH
My Turn
Ced^mitnisa
journalism major
from Clay
County. Hs is
the Arts & Stuff
editor.

I often hear people complain about
how Greek organizations on campus are looked upon as snotty, disrespectful, rich, egotistical preppies.
It upsets these people greatly to think
that the group of people they are
associated with could ever be anything but the finest most intelligent
and wonderfully conducted collection
of individuals that they believe themselves to be.
So, from where did these unbelievable accusations originate? Certainly,
they came from students who rushed
Greek at one time and were not
"good enough" to make the grade.
No, wait I'm sure they came from the
geeks and dweebs that were picked
on in high school by the cool kids
and never had a social life anyway.
Better yet the jealous freaks who
have one too many piercings on their
face and wear really baggy pants said

it we all know they would kill to be
the kids wearing all the most expensive clothes and driving the hottest
cars.
Or perhaps these harsh comments
came from the students who were
awakened at 3 a.m. by a group of
sorority girls screaming and banging
on doors in their hallway? Or a group
of drunk frat boys yelling at each
other in the middle of the night (By
the way, if I rushed for a fraternity or
sorority and they came to tell me I
got in at 3 a.m., I would probably kick
them all in the teeth for waking me at
such an inappropriate hour.)
In any case, no one will deny that
sororities and fraternities are not and
have not been for sometime, what
they were intended to be.
There are exceptions to this generalization. There are fraternities and
sororities dedicated to the betterment of their school and community.

I also have many Greek friends. They
should understand that I am not
speaking to them directly.
I am, however, addressing any
Greek who falls under the aforementioned scenarios and insults. Your
intolerable actions far out weigh your
good intentions.
I am speaking most directly to
those who blast stereos in the middle of the night slam the door to
their rooms constantly, destroy the
bathrooms after they finish drinking
in their rooms or the ones that
scream and curse at video games all
night long.
One can only tolerate this crap for
so long.
You know who you are. You know
when you do things you should not
be doing. You did not make it this far
in life without learning a few manners. No one can be completely oblivious to the fact that they are greatly

► letters to the editor
EKU
To The Editors,
The American public has
been duped." George Carlin once
declared on Dennis Miller Live.
"We've been led to believe that we
have choices, but all we've really
got are choices in the little things.
You want ice cream you've got 32
flavors, but if you want a political
party, well then you're down to
just two."
Here at Eastern, as The
Progress pointed in its January
31st edition, the situation is quite
the same as we have "two political
groups to choose from this
semester." Great but what if I
really don't want to obsess over
other people's sex lives, what if I
really don't find it comforting to
know that at least a few of my
party's legislators haven't taken
money from Enron, Capital One
or Arthur Anderson? What if I see
the Earth as more than just a big
repository for all of our waste?
What if I don't think the WTO and
NAFTA are good things? What if I
think the corporate plutocracy
needs to be trimmed back? What
then is there for me?

Corrections
An editorial in the Jan.
31 issue of the Progress
incorrectly explained the
business hours of
Billings and Collections.
Billings and Collections
will be open until 6 p.m.,
however the cashier's
office closes at 4:30 p.m.
Students can make
check or credit card payments until 6 p.m. but no
cash or check cashing.
An editorial in the Feb.
7 issue had an error in
the "New Grading Scale"
chart. A D+is worth 1.33
GPA points.
The Eastern Progress
will publish clarifications
and corrections as needed on the Perspective
If you have a correction, please send it to the
editor by noon Monday
before publication on
Thursday.

If these are the kind of questions you ask yourself every time
you hear another politician or
CEO speak, the Republicrats are
unlikely to be of any help. But
luckily there is a third choice on
the Eastern Campus, the EKU
Greens. The EKU Greens are
affiliated with the Green Party of
the U.S. (Nader/Laduke 2000)
and as such could safely be called
a third party. But it won't stay that
way for long as our populist message of equality for all regardless
of sex, race, creed etc,, motivated
by the simple goal of making this
world a better place for everyone
not just our campaign contributors or a cause du jour, continues
to grow in popularity. However,
these goals are not merely lip service intended to curry favor with
this group or that rather these
are the ideals upon which the
foundation of the Green Party was
built and have been laid out as
our 10 key values, which are:
1. Support of grassroots
democracy
2. Social justice and equal
opportunity
3. Ecological wisdom
4. Non-violence
5. Decentralization

6. Community-based
economics and justice
7. Feminism and gender
equity
8. Respect for diversity
9. Personal and global
responsibility
10. Future focus and
sustainability
Implicit within these principles
are the idea of not merely talking
about or taking a position on a
problem, rather the Green ethos
has more to do with rolling up
your sleeves and getting in the
muck to really change things than
just "hoping for the best". So, in
the interests of making our campus at least neopolitan, I would
like to extend an open invitation
to the editors of The Progress as
well as any other member of the
EKU community to come see just
what this third choice is. The
EKU Greens meet every Tuesday
at 5 p.m. in room 205 of the
Cammack Building. If you have
any questions about the EKU
Greens or the Green Party in general please feel free to email me:
yosarianl@hotmail.com
Wesley Perm
President EKU Greens

A MI|:«!«STTR
SPLIT IT WITH
SOMEONE YOU LOVE.
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DELIVER
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V624-9241/
On the corner of Second & Water St.
Din*- in/Carry- out Hours
Man. • Sal. 10:30 a.m. -12 midnight
Sun. 11 a.m -11 p.m.

Delivery Hours
Mori. - Sat. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sun 12 noon-11 p.m.

disturbing those who are trying to
study or sleep, unless you people
really are as dumb as you act
I have never been a narrow-minded person, and do not intend to
begin now. I know there are nonGreeks who act worse than any frat
boy or sorority girl could ever imagine.
Run-of-the-mill idiots have an
excuse for their behavior. They are
just plain idiots. However, Greek
organizations were created to gather
the best students on campus so they
could more easily create a better
environment for themselves and their
peers.
It is the utter hypocrisy of many
Greeks that bothers me most All I
ask is that you honor the standards
set for you.
For example, here is an excerpt
from Sigma Chi's official Web site.
I'm not picking on Sigma's by any

means. I simply find that this creed
states exactly what Greek organizations should strive to be. The same
can be said for sorority members.
"A man of good character...
A student of fair ability...
..'
With ambitious purposes...
A congenial disposition ...
Possessed of good morals...
Having a high sense of honor, and a
deep sense of personal responsibility"
']
The"if-you-don't-like-it-go-away" '
attitude was never an excuse for inexcusable behavior. The people around I
you have rights too. Respect those , .
rights. If you want respect for yourself and your organization, you have
to earn it No one cares that you are
Greek, just as you do not care that
they are not Greek. Honor that fact
and act like the adult you are supposed to be. High school is over.
Tune to join the real world.

'I
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WELLNESS: Committee wants student input on new building's features
FtxMnThe Front
s-

surveyed. An online poll was
used, according to Davis, and surveys were passed out last year in
HEA and HPR courses to determine what amenities students
would like included in a new
recreation and wellness facility.
The survey was created by James
Wells, director for the Center for
Criminal Justice Education &
Research staff.
Out of 2.300 surveys distributed by the center, 1,168 were
completed and returned — a
response rate of 51 percent Fiftyfive percent of the returned surveys was completed by students
in their first year at Eastern, and
69 percent lived in campus bousing.
According to surveyed students, weight training and cardioconditioning equipment and a
wellness center are among top
priorities. Also following close
behind are more basketball
courts, ball fields, locker room
facilities, massage clinics and
Jacuzzis.
Davis said the committee is listening to student feedback. She
and the committee proposed that
there be three multi-purpose
courts, a weight and fitness room,
two aerobics studios and two racquetbaD courts. The building wiD
not hold classrooms, house pools
or Jacuzzis.
There is the Weaver pool and
the AC pool for students," Davis

~
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tor the new buMno, according to a survey of Eastern students

said, but added that there might
be money and space in the future
for additions to the building,
which may include such amenities.
"We would love to have wall
climbing and things in modern
facilities. But we must work with
the architects to see whaf s feasible." she said.
The design, Davis said, is
something else that the committee will work closely with the
architects to produce. Davis proposed to the Board that die faculty be built behind the existing
Moberfy Building, so that architects don't have to concentrate on

the outside, but rather on the
inside of the building. In the
meeting, Davis explained the
front of the Moberly Building
would look appealing from the
street, allowing the new facility to
not be as elegant or elaborate on
the outside.
During her report, she told
Board members she would like to
see windows facing the football
field, and a patio on the first floor
that will also look out over the
hut
The window side, facing the
football field, Davis said can be
used for "the President to meet
and greet and feed people during

games." something that already
takes place at the President's Tent
in the AC parking lot before
games.
"Patios facing the football field
can be used for Colonel Club
catering and tailgating." she
added.
The university has not yet
extended an offer for bids, and
will not until the Board of Regents
approves the facility.
Another concern among students surveyed was a child care
facility to use while working out
More than half of the students
who answered, responded that
they wanted to see such a facility
in the building. Davis said that
hasn't been looked into.
"We're not thinking about it in
this building. It is a priority for
the university to have one on campus or with an outside company
to start one, but it's not part of
this facility." she said.
She added that The Pavilion
doesn't see much use in their
"babysitting room." except for on
some Saturday mornings. Davis
said there are liability issues with
bringing such a facility to the
wellness center, but says it does
need attention.
Davis said the proposed building is solely for student wellness.
AD members of the Eastern community, she said, will be able to
use the facility, including: "EKU
faculty, staff, spouses and students"
Davis explained that the

A look inside Georgetown's center...
At
toft,
Georgetown's
facility,
complete with mirrored aerobic
rooms and both
lap and leisure
pools, opened
its doors Aug.
25. The facHrty
cost $8 million.

money is in bonds, allotted to the
university upon the approval of
the state. "We are afraid with the
recession the state is in. by June
30, the moneys must be used or
we could lose it" Davis said.
During Bob Kustra's term as
president plans for a $20 million
facility were under way and studied exclusively by a committee
like the one Davis chairs
The university was supposed
to receive an additional $7 million
in funding from the state this
year, and the remainder of money
was going to come from private
donations Though the university
now only has $7 million to work
with, Davis says that's not a problem
"I visualize this (project) as
phase one. We could add on with
phase two or even a phase three,"
she said about adding amenities
such as another pool or a climbing walL
,
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Bring your sweetheart
to tor a KBY Treat at
Main St. Chevron.
PICK UP YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS CARD TODAY ■

Free Treat.
' After Nine Treats Get A Free "TCBY" Small Cup Or
Cone Of Fro—n Yogurt Or toe Cream
421 W. Main Street • Richmond. KY • 624-3000
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Qifts for Special Occasions at
WEDPiNQS

624-0025

Crystal •Lamps
Brass •Ptctunw
Pmter • Photo Albums
'Pottery
• Shay Rugs
'Coverlets
Clocks

• Flower Arrangements
• Sterling Silver Jewelry
• Ferrton
•Fitz* Floyd
• Boyds Bears
•Books
• Musk: Boxes

MOTHERS DAY
•
•
•
•

Candleberry Candles
Byers Carolers
Dept 56 Village
Aromatherapy Candtes

• Mwsdsn Baxter Lottons
•Frames
• Seraphim AnoM*
•Engssh CMM Tsa Pots
• Spactt Motwfs Day
ptecabyDsptSfl

BABY SHOWERS
• Turner Dolls
•Quilts
•Snowbabtes
• Noah's Ark Items
• Boyd's HuggteflLfffs

Gift Certificates Available'
139 Oj. •XgeneiandIfrive 1-75 T*it 90 • flfon. - Sat. 9-7, Sun. 12:30 - 6

t

Tired of Burgers?
Miss Mom's Cooking?

\

Visit the
Cedar Village
Restaurant
for Kentucky's best
Home Cooking
• Fried Chicken
• Panned Fried Fish
• Mashed Potatoes
• Green Beans
• Vegetables
• Casseroles
• Desserts such as
- Strawberry Shortcska
■Cobbters
- Mississippi Mud Caks

Hours 11 a.m. ■ 8 pm.
Closed Mon.
Cedar Village Restaurant
Irvine • 60&72S-7777
Hwy 52 to Irvmt Turn lift it firti light

J

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

Ronica Brandenburg, editor

Accent

► N#xt Acctrt
Young adults are making
their mark. Not so much
in society, but rather on
their bodies. Next week's
issue will delve into the
trendy world of body art.
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The Valentine Rebellion
Find out ways to celebrate this romantic holiday without the romance
ner," Bradshaw said.
When asking downtown bar owners for
their Valentine's Day plans for the bar,
For all of you who are happily in love or most said that it would be business as
are teeing someone, great. usual and there will not be any special
Wonderful. Happy Valentine's Day.
arrangements made for the holiday.
Now. for the rest of you who are looking
This may be a relief for those of you
for something to do that doesn't involve a who were dreading seeing a bunch of
copy of The Way we Were" and a fifth of cheek-tc-cheekers at your
vodka, listen carefully.
favorite party spot
There are worse things than being alone
Woody's
on Valentine's Day. You could end up restaurant is
spending the day in the hospital, jail, the the
only
infirmary... you get the picture.
downtown
One should be thankful for simply being restaurant
will
alive, healthy and single. Think about it. that
You totally have your options open. For all have special
you women, you can take as long as you plans for the
want to get ready and wear your most flam- holiday.
boyant fragrance and no one will complain There will be
(except maybe the cab driver). For the a special menu
men, you can leave the toilet seat up with and wine list in
no regrets and go as long as you want with- a
candlelit
out shaving. The moral of this story is that atmosphere.
Sensitive singles
it takes one hell of a body to beat nobody!
Being that today is Thursday, the down- may want to steer
town scene should be at it's best tonight. clear.
The Galaxy Bowling
This gives all you singles a chance to go
mingle without being under the pressure of Center, near Ryan's
not having a date.
restaurant on the by-pass,
"Me and a bunch of other single girls is also offering Valentine's Day
are going to go downtown tonight and see entertainment with a "Worst
if we can meet other single men," says Break-up Contest" along with the
Ashley Clark, a 21-year-old junior from nightly Karoke activities.
Beret
This is something that can be enjoyed
She is obviously not worried about not by yourself or with a group of friends. This
having a Valentine, and who knows? She is a good day to be with your friends. Not
only will you not be alone, but maybe they
may find one before the night is over.
Katie Bradshaw, a 21-year-old junior can actually help to make it a fun holiday.
from Russell Springs, thinks making
As far as campus activities goes, there
money is more important than going out on will be a free Valentine's dinner at 7 p.m.
Valentine's Day.
tonight in Walters Hall. The event is being
"Ill probably be going to Frankfort sponsored by Thursday Alternative
with my dad to babysit for Valentine's Day Getaway.
There will be free Fazoli's spaghetti and
so that he and his wife can go out for dinBY ROMCA BRANDENBURG

AcctnttdKor

breadsticks and free tickets to the campus
production of "Figaro".
Food and tickets will be given away on a
first come, first serve basis.
The dorms will have individual gatherings in the lobby.
An employee at the front desk of
Todd hall who chose to remain nameless,
said there will be a gathering in
Todd hall for girls who want
to get together and talk
about past relationships
and "bash on exV boyfriends."
These are not
events that call for a
date. These are
things that can be
enjoyed by yourself
or with a group of
friends. The important thing is that students do not feel lonely and depressed
today just because they
are single.
"It's a sucky holiday
for me," says Taryn
Brandenburg (no relation),
a 19-year-old freshman from
Beattyville. "It seems that
every time this holiday comes
around, I'm always single. I will
probably get together with some
other single girls who live in Walter's Hall.
What are single professors doing today
to celebrate? Paul Ramsey, production
manager for the division of media
resources, says he plans to stay at home.
"I'm going to make a romantic Valentine
dinner for my dog," he said. "I haven't had
any real date offers yet, but well see."
Assistant professor Jennifer Spock uses
this day as an excuse to send gifts to her
family.

"I send Valentine's to my nieces," she
said. "My family has always given things to
one another for Valentine's Day, but at the
moment, I don't have any other plans."
Hopefully, all of you who feel like you're
the only single person on the planet today
will realize that you are not alone. There
are other single people just like you who
are taking this "couple's" day in stride and
holding their head up high.
Some singles are not as fortunate to
have this encouragement and they will find
it hard to smile and feel confident today.
"We don't see new clients during
Valentine's Day, but the ones we already
see sometimes have more problems at this
time," said Melissa Cozart, campus counselor.
There is no reason to feel depressed on
Valentine's Day. So you dont have a date
or that special someone to spend the day
with. Who cares? You have yourself don't
you. If that's not good enough,your main
problem does not lie in the fact that you're
dateless today.
It is hard to forget about the strong
theme behind Valentine's Day. Everyone
knows it is a holiday to celebrate your significant other, however, have you ever tried
celebrating the significance in yourself.
When you look at it this way, hopefully
you will find something exceptional about
yourself to celebrate. Everyone has something unique or likeable about them, but
just because they aren't meeting a status
quo of having a significant other, they totally look past the positive and dwell on the
negative.
Basically, single people have a choice
today. You can either whine or choose to
shine. Whining will get you nowhere and
probably on many people's nerves, but
shining just might get you noticed.

When alone, make the best of Valentine's Day
Valentine's Day is
the one time of
V tithe year to be a
sweetheart. If you do
not have a sweetheart
be sweet to yourself.
Learn to love yourself
as well as others, for
how can one be loved if
they do not love themANITA BARRETT selves and are not comLovyoor—H
fortable with them■^■■^^■^" selves?
If you are alone on Valentine's Day, do
not get discouraged or be sad. Make this
your day to pamper yourself. If you feel
good about yourself you will have positive thoughts and be happy. Be your own
sweetheart.
Start by making a list. Write down
things that only you enjoy doing that
nukes you happy. I enjoy lots of things,
such as taking a long hot bath with bubbles or bath beads, giving myself a facial,

plucking those eyebrows that are
you had a fun day doing what you
enjoy doing. Once you have somegrowing out of control and look in
one in your life, you never have
the mirror and think, 'now that
time to yourself so make the best
really looks better,' and smile.
of it.
Smiling is the beginning of happiI have spent many of a
ness.
I also give myself a manicure
Valentine's Day alone. It is not a
and paint my toenails red or a copbad thing. I am proud of the fact
that I am my own person. I enjoy
per color. I relax curled up with a
my independence. I hold my head
book or by reading a favorite maghigh and make the best of everyazine. My personal favorite is
day and try to enjoy it. I do not get
Cosmopolitan. I enjoy burning candles and turning off the light's at
sad when I am alone on holidays. I
night Relax, enjoy the day and be
always think of a positive side to
everything. If one thinks positive,
happy.
Do something you never get a
—Anita Barrett
positive things happen.
staff writer
chance to do like going to a park
After my divorce in 1993, I
and enjoying nature, have a picnic
—
found that there is a world out
»
and taking a walk. Rent a movie
there just waiting to be explored
that only you like to watch and
and enjoyed. I have no plans to
enjoy it, laugh out loud or cry (it is your yourself. Who knows, you may pamper remarry. I enjoy being single. There is
time).
yourself enough that you are so radiant nothing wrong with being single and
Relax and have fun. Do something for that a person may become your future independent I make Valentine's Day my
yourself and make the best of a day alj to sweetheart. But if not, this is OK because day to be sweet to myself.
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Love yourself as well as others, for how can one be loved
if they do not love themselves
and are not comfortable with
themselves.

I have a 13 year-old son, Stephen. We
try to do something special together,
such as go for a drive and stop and get
something to eat where we usually do not
go. We will rent a movie and get a big
bag of chocolates, then the rest of the
evening we have our own time to do the
things we enjoy.
If you are a single parent spend the
day with your child if you can.
Remember they grow up so fast There
will not be many of these moments left If
you are lucky, some one who has a sweetheart will already have their gifts and
have spent the day with their sweetheart
and will baby-sit for you. This way you
can really enjoy your Valentine's Day
evening, doing what you want.
For those of you who have a sweetheart and somehow he or she made this
day a BIG disappointment do not let this
get you down. This is your day to enjoy
and to be happy.
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Wtmta on Tap Editor
The
Campus
Ministers'
Association has been busy since
November planning a lineup of
events it hopes will enlighten students, faculty and staff. Bands,
speakers, creative media and slots
are just some of the plans for next
week's "Increase Your Capacity,
02/02," event
chairperson
Yolanda Stephenson said.
Most events will be held from
8 to 10 p.m.. Feb. 19 through Feb.
21 in the Grise Room of the
Combs Building.
Many student organizations,
faculty and staff will perform
everything from lip sync acts to
step routines.
"02/02 is a time for campus
organizations to be unified and to
do something together for the
greater good of our campus,"
Stephenson said.
Jeff Eaton, a minister from
Lawrenceburg, will speak all
three nights. He has not revealed
die topics of his discussions.

Also performing every night is
praise and worship leader John
HatfJeld.
Hatfield is a self-taught guitarist from eastern Kentucky. He
recently released an independent
CD. "Ache Like Saint Paul" With
the exception of one track, all
songs are written, recorded and
produced by HatfieW
He was a member of the band
Due Season while attending the
University of Kentucky.
Polarboy, a Christian rock
band from Lexington, will cap
02/02 with a performance at 7
p.m., Feb. 22, in Alumni
Coliseum.
Polarboy has released two
albums under the Rustproof
Records label. Its most recent
release is "4008."
Acoustic Christian band Wiles
End will open for Polarboy.
AD events are free and open to
the public.
Several campus organizations
helped plan this event, including
the Baptist Student Union and the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

THE BOTANY BAT
Hemp Company
Get pierced now...

be healed for
SPRING BREAK!
Professional Body Pterdng & Body Jewelry
Nawi
Hug.
of Unique Gift.
Hours:

11-7Mon-8at

623-HEMP

TODAY
The library will operate on an
extended hours schedule
through the remainder of the
semester. Library hours are
Monday through Thursday.
7:45 a.m. to 1 a.m.. Friday.
7:45 a.m. to 8 p.m..
Saturday. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m..
and Sunday. 1 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Valentine dinner with Figaro in
the Walters Hall basement.
Dinner and drawings for tree
tickets to the opera The
Marriage of Figaro." For more
information, call 622-3855.
8 p.m.
EKU Opera presents "The
Marriage of Figaro" at Brock
Auditorium.

FRIDAY
lim
Anime Night until 11 p.m. in the
Case Annex lobby. The featured movie will be Rurouni
Kenshin, "Trust and Betrayal."

Big HINAveMe Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Monday Worship: 10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. "Christian Students
Serving Christ" meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation to meetings.
Church of Christ
461 Tobiano (in BrookNne Sub., off
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6
p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
EptscofMl Church of (hir Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone:859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am. and 11
a.m.
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays.
Noon, at Powell Grill
Kalth Created Assembly of Cod
Now meeting at 918 Red House
Road on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. &
10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call
859-623-4639.
While on campus, visit (he Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45
am Sc 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878
First Baptist Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m
SL 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m
SUBS 7:30 p.m at BSU Center,
Supper and Bible Study

136 Aspen Avenue
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: IO40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study,
Youth. College A Career. Ch
Programs

MONDAY
i dunk during the halfl
■

TUESDAY
7|>m
Heather Adams Blair will discuss
"The Importance of Sport and
Physical Education in the
Lives of Young Females" in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building. The event is
sponsored by EKU Women's
Studies.

8 p.m.
"Increase Your Capacity. 02/02.'
in the Grise Room of Combs.

WEDNESDAY
7:30 p.m.
James Gifford presents 'Jesse
Stuart: The Man and His

•

Books* in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.
7:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship will be
held in Wallace 330.
8 p.m.
"Increase Your Capacity, 02/02.'
in the Grise Room of Combs.

O.K. Cab Co.

1? JDONT DRINK & DRIVE!
!i I

Ltf l/ie OK, Cat ye!
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\\ iihin Walking Distance from Campus

Sl. Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30
a.m.; Sunday School: 945 a.m.;
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11
a.m.

Richmond First Church of the

SUNDAY
4 BUR.
African-American Achievement
Banquet in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom. For more information, call 622-3205.

Owned & Operated
by Earl Burns

First Pr—hytect— Church
(PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 am
Sunday Worship: 11 am (rides
available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in
the Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Ashby. Campus Minister

Haw

Multicultural Student Services
will have a multicultural
mixer/potluck dinner at the
Arlington Mule Bam.

Open Monday - Saturday

St. Stephen Catholic Newman
Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper. 6 p.m (SI.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed
9 p.m.

Rkhmond Church of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. A 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Bonne statue (EKU) 15 minutes prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets in the
MacGregor Hall basement lounge
the second Monday of each month
from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) &
the fourth Thursday of each month
from 6-7 p.m.

Maun.

859-623-5770

First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 a.m.
Sunday School: 940 son.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 a.m.
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m.
& 9:40 a.m* II a.m.
Sunday School: 940 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m. (free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.

SATURDAY

206 South 3rd Street
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

CHURCH DIRECTORY
AtMMdMt IJfc NWrio
305 Geri Lane (behind Recordsmith)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 pjn.
Radio Services: Weekday! at 1:30
p.m. on WCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)

EKU Opera presents "The
Marriage of Figaro" at Brock
Auditorium.

The Cutting Edge Salon

f^<

Greg Vrttitow, editor

• am

President's Day. no classes.
»Mt
The EKU Baptist Student Union
will hold Club Agape and
Coffee House until midnight at
the BSU. This event is free.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
Vrttitow at 622-1882
or by email at
progress@acs.eku.edu.
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Speakers, bands
come to Combs
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Trinity Miaetonury Baptist Church
Jack's Creek Pike ft U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6868
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.
I niUrian-l niversalist Fellowship
209 St. George Street
"Where religion and reason meet."
Adult service, youth program, and
preschool care: Sunday morning at
10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Cl. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. ft 6
p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins
Lane)
Phone: 859-621-651 J«P J
Sunday Worship: 9 a.m. ft 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship. Sundays. 10a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 u.
Ilight 7.07 a contemporary
and worship service, Sunday
pi*
Moasfay "Payer
Jn.. Wednesday
ly: 6 p.m.

624-CABS

Celebrating Black
History Month
Schedule of Events: February 2002
• Feb. 5-7 - Paula Rosenthal Lecture
Series. Times & locations to be
announced.
• Feb 8 - Office of Multicultural
Student Services Open House
11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Powell Bldg. Rm 18.
• Feb 8 - Red, Black, & Green Ball
9 p.m.- 1 a.m. in Keen Johnson
Ballroom.
• Feb 12 - "Voices of the People
Singing the Struggles of Civil Rights"
presented by Dr. Kathy Bullock 7:30
p.m. in Keen Johnson Walnut Hall.
• Feb 13-14 - AIDS Awareness
• Feb 16 - Back in the Day Dance,
sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta, Inc.
sorority.

• Feb 17- African-American
Achievement Banquet has been
rescheduled. Info will be coming
soon.
• Feb 21 - "Resiliency of AfricanAmerican Family: Pre- and Post
Slavery" presented by Dr. Aaron
Thompson 6 p.m. Library Grand
Reading Room.
• Feb 22- "Call Me a Playa Hater"
lecture series presented by Kwame
Ronnie Vanderhorst. (TBA)
• Feb 28 - "Everyday Heroes"
presented by Deborah Lewis, 7:30
p.m. Moore Bldg. Room 116.
• Mar 1 - Workshop: Mali African
Dance & Drum Group 2:30 p.m.
Weaver Gym.
• Mar 1 - Mali African Dance &
Drum Group 8:00 p.m. Brock
Auditorium.
Mar. 2- Multicultural Mixer/Potluck
Dinner 6 - 9 p.m.. Mule Barn,
Arlington. Cash bar available. RSVP
by 2/14/02 to the Office of
Multicultural Student Services
(859)622-3205.

Arts&Stuff

Cecil Smith, editor
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BY UNDSCY GAHMAH
Copy editor

Janie Webster Leech, a geography professor here at Eastern,
has lead an incredible life. Now. at
age 53. Leech has triumphed over
adversity and made the best of
problematic situations.
Leech fled America when she
discovered her 6-year-old daughter was being sexually abused by
her ex-husband. After court proceedings, her husband was still
allowed unsupervised visitation
with their daughter. Then, Leech
learned her husband had contracted AIDS.
Leech was fearful that her
daughter might contract the virus
from him. In order to ensure her
daughter's safety she made the
decision to leave the country.
She left the state of California,
and two felony charges were filed
against her. She was charged with
child abduction and unlawful

flight
Leech left San Francisco, with
her daughter, by train and headed
towards Vancouver, Canada.
Once they arrived in Vancouver,
Leech took the first flight she
could find. The flight took them to
Tokyo. Japan. This was to be the
first destination of their five year
journey.
Leech and her daughter were
able to finance their trip with the
help of Leech's parents who lived
in Lexington.
Leech communicated with her
parents through a series of telephone calls. She would call a
friend in Louisville, who then
called another friend in
Lexington, who then would call
Leech's parents to let them know
how their daughter and granddaughter were.
Leech described her fife on the
run with her daughter:
"(We] had to make our own
way and make our own deci-

sions," Leech said
She said that there is no
instruction manual on how to be
'on the run,' and that often times
she just had to make the best
choice she could. Leech never
altered her physical appearance
but she did change her name
once.
Leech had some close calls
during her five year journey. At
times, she feared she would be
caught. She was detained by
immigration officials in Scotland,
questioned, and luckily released
Leech said that her two goals
were to "protect her daughter and
make their trip a pleasurable
experience."
Leech and her daughter were
able to travel to places that many
people only dream of. They traveled through Italy. Ireland, Japan,
New Zealand, Singapore. Greece,
Scotland.
Canada
and
Switzerland.
Leech said her favorite place

they lived was a little medieval hill
town. Soriano Nel Cimino, north
of Rome. They resided in Oxford.
England twice, each time staying
for a year.
Another place they loved was
Dublin, Ireland. Leech said that
her daughter greatly enjoyed
attending school in Dublin and
also made some very good friends
there.
After five years of running.
Leech and her daughter finally
returned to America. She said
leaving Dublin was "bittersweet"
They loved their life there but
also missed Leech's parents and
needed to move to Lexington to
be closer to them.
Upon returning to America, all
charges agianst Leech were
dropped.
Leech and her daughter are
still close today. Her daughter is
18-years-old and a junior in high
school
Their journey is one that very

few mothers and daughters will
ever experience but is one they
will always remember.
Leech's incredible story
inspired her to write about it In
2000 she received first place in
the Gold Medallion Book Award
for her book "Fingernail Moon:
The True Story of a Mother's
Flight to Protect Her Daughter."
Leech has remained active in
her quest for children's rights.
She serves as president for
Abused Children Talk in
Kentucky, Inc. She is the on the
executive council and a Member
Development Advisor for Alpha
Gamma Delta at the University of
Kentucky. She also serves on the
Social Action Committee at
Southland Christian Church in
Lexington.
Leech will speak at 6 p.m. on
Feb. 20 at the Burrier Family
Living Center. She will address
family violence and her awardwinning autobiography.

Saws RcnaKiKmff^DQnMB
i Webster tawcri traveled the
globe to escape her husband.
Leech wH speak Feb. 20 in the
Burner Family Living Center.

Trading spaces: Artists swap work
BY CEQL SMITH
Arts&Stuifeditor

Andi Lindenmayer/Progreu
This painting is just one example ot the many mediums exchanged in the Faculty Exchange Art Show.

a z

About a year ago, Eastern's art
department sent many pieces of faculty artwork to the University of
Evansville in Evansville, Indiana.
Now, Evansville has returned the
favor and sent a hefty sample of their
faculty and student, work to Eastern
for all to see.
The artwork sent to Evansville last
year included work from all faculty
members at Eastern.
Esther Randall, Giles Gallery
director, said student work was not
included because the art department
faculty is so large. There just wasn't
any room for student work.
"We show lots of student work (in
Giles Gallery), but the original intent
was faculty only. Evansville just sent

some of their student work." Randall
explained.
Darryl Halbrooks, a painting professor here at Eastern, said
exchanges of this nature are common
among universities.
"Each faculty member sent three
pieces. We're expecting the same
from them," Halbrooks said.
The artwork includes an extremely
wide range of art styles and mediums.
Figurative clay sculptures, functional
pottery, painting, sculpture, drawing,
photography, and graphic design are
among the mediums represented in
the faculty exchange show.
Evansville isn't the only university
to exchange art with Eastern. Two
years ago, Murray State exchanged
some faculty pieces.
This is the only exchange program
for the Giles Gallery this year.

According to Halbrooks, the next
line of events scheduled for gallery
appearances are invitational shows.
These exhibits are intended for professionals from around the country to
show their work at Eastern.
"We use the gallery as a teaching
tool," Halbrooks said.
Through viewing professional
work, students can see what real people are doing with their art
Three shows open after the
Evansville exchange. The EKU
Regional High School Exhibit opens
on Mar. 10, the EKU Annual Art
Student Show opens on April 7, and
the Bachelor of Fine Arts exhibit
opens on April 28.
The Evansville Faculty Art
Exchange Show opened on Feb. 11
but runs until March 1. The event is
open and free to the public.

ours
TIMS.

- noon to 2:30 p.m.

Wed. - 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Thins. - noon to 2:30 p.m.
Frl. - 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sat. - noon to 3 p.m.

TAKE YOUR
SWEETHEART TO
DINNER ON US!!!!!!

129 South First St.
WIN A FREE DINNER TO
OUTBACK STEAK
HOUSE!!!!
SAVE LIVES WHILE
DONATING PLASMA
E S

BIOLIFE Plasma Center

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
750 Miller Lite
$7 All you can drink!
$1 Domestics

292 S. 2ND STREET
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(859)624-9815

626-0300

DONATE TWICE IN ONE WEEK
,AND GET A CHANCE TO
ill

We cater to private parties
i
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Katie Weitkamp. editor

Sports lovers call play by play
Rookie announcer learns way of court
She's the first and only
female announcer in
the Ohio Valley Co
nfcrence This is Mary
Nelson's first year as
the women's basketball
announcer and enjoys every game
she goes to.
She's not shy; she has been
seen dancing with the mascot
during hatftime. which is nothing
new to her. Nelson was on
Eastern's dance team for three
years. She credits being on the
dance team as part of the reason
she was chosen to announce the
women's basketball games.
Because she was on the dance
team, most of the atheltk department knew her, and her broadcasting and electronic media mjor
heiped her land the job of basketball announcer.
Nelson is still enrolled at
Eastern and will graduate in
August She works in Frankfort in
public information research,
where she writes radio news
releases for senators and state
representatives. This job helps
her gain experience for broadcasting as well as for her political science minor.
* I t
doesn't

feel like work." Nelson said about
announcing the basketball games.
Though she has only
announced four games, she feels
very comfortable behind the
microphone because she has
always loved sports.
She said that instead of turning
on the Lifetime Network, like
some women, she'd much rather
sit and watch ESPN or Fox
Sports.
Growing up in Greenup
County, Nelson was always surrounded by boys older and bigger
than she was. She played sports
with her brother and cousins and
learned how to take hits and tackles. She said that playing with
older boys made her tough and
help shape who she is now. It has
helped her be more aggressive in
getting what she wants.
Nelson played sports with her
brothers and cousins, but the only
sports team she joined was the
dance team. Now her most challenging sport is golf but her
favorite sport to play is football.
Nelson enjoys announcing basketball games because it makes
her look at the game with a more
critical outlook. She said she
looks at other sports in the
same way, but never made

herself look at basketball in that
way until she started announcing.
"Nothing about (announcing)
is difficult. The hardest part is
making fans happy." Nelson said.
She says she tries to bring the
audience into the game without
using an obnoxious announcing
voice, but without being so timid
that no one would listen to her.
Nelson had many jobs and
hope her hard work pays off. She
has worked for WKRN. WLEX
and her favorite job so far, CMT.
Nelson said she works hard so
that she can have a good job later
on and be proud of all that she
has accomplished.
Nelson said she has always
worked hard for what she wanted,
and that she tries to change
things she doesn't like
The reason she is a broadcasting and electronic media major is
she once saw a news story and
she didn't like how it was covered. She decided she didn't have
the heart for her current major
and wanted to change the way
broadcasting is looked at, so she
changed her major.
Once Nelson graduates in
August, she is not sure what she
will be doing. She said if she is in
the area, she would love to
announce again for Eastern, but if
she takes a job elsewhere, she
will be grateful for her experience
and education at Eastern.

Louisville resident loves Eastern sports
He started announcing at the men's
basketball games as
a fill-in for the regular announcer, but
was "drafted" into
the position full time when the
regular announcer quit
Robb Lee is originally from
Harian and attended Eastern for
about eight years, changing his
major several times, before he
finally stuck with his broadcasting
and electronic media major.
This is Lee's 12th year as the
men's basketball announcer and
commutes from Louisville where
he lives with his expecting wife
and three other children.
Lee now owns an automotive
paint and supply store in
Louisville. As a broadcasting and
electronic media major, Lee was
working in radio selling ads in
Lexington when his wife's father
asked him to help with his paint
and supply store. As Lee helped
him, he said he sort of "fell into
the company" and started his own
store in Louisville.
Once Lee married and started
a family, he ended up doing something different from what he invisioned for his future.
"Kids change your life
around," Lee said. Since he has
children it can get hard for him to
schedule his time, but he said his
wife is great about helping him
make the time to announce for

Eastern.
Lee said his oldest child is
starting to ask to come to the
games with him. but since this is
one of his jobs, it would be hard
for him to work and keep an eye
on his child
Lee says his love of sports
comes from his father. His father
was a referee for high school football, and coached peewee football.
He said he saw that his father
loved sports and says that's where
he first learned the appeal of
sporting events.
Lee has passed on his love for
sports to his children. He referees
for his children's basketball
league, and is an assistant soccer
coach.
"I didn't really have the athletic
ability to play sports in high
school or college," Lee said.
When he was younger, Lee
played sports.
Lee said he has a good time at
the press table. Many of the people have been there a long time
and they haven gotten to know
each other and have fun during
the games.
"People notice bad
jobs. If you don't mess

Lee said his background in
broadcasting and radio helps him
feel comfortable announcing at
games.
Lee says his job is easy, that all
he has to do is announce the
names of players and say what he
is told to say. He says sports terminology is not too hard to learn,
and if he doesn't know what a signal means, someone else at the
press box will know.
"First and foremost, I am an
EKU fan. Since I went to my first
football game, I've been hooked,"
Lee said. He is also a fan of the
Cincinnati
Bengals,
the
Indianapolis Colts, the Cincinnati
Reds and the Louisville Riverbats
He has season tickets to the
Riverbats.
Lee enjoys watching sports
with friends because it gives him
time to relax. Lee enjoys watching as a spectator and as an
announcer because it gives him
different ways of looking at the
games.
"I'll (announce) as long as
they'll have me," Lee said. Lee
said the drive from Louisville to
Richmond is worth the
time it takes to
announce
for

• •Nothing about (announcing) is
difficult The hardest part is making
the fans happy.
—Mary Nelson
Women's basketball announcer

First and foremost I am an EKU
fan. Since I went to my first football
game, I've been hooked.
—Robb Lee
Men's basketball announcer
»

Photo illustrations by Steve Richardson
and Katie Weitkamp
Stories by Katie Weitkamp
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457 graduates at the
commencement of Eastern State
■ i College Thursday morning, is a man who

beticves in getting up early and working
HBC. '

Lyndon B. Johnson was awarded Eastern's first honorary doctorate by
Robert Martin (right) when he spoke at commencement in 1961.

LBJ: Former president
was friend to Eastern
During his visit, he spoke at
the 1961 Spring Commencement
ceremony. In the 1961 Milestone.
Fourty-one years ago. right Johnson is quoted for saying "We
before spring graduation. seek friends, not camp followers,"
Richmond was buzzing with in his address to students, graduexcitement The vice president of ates, faculty and community memthe United States was coming to bers.
Eastern to speak at graduation.
During the ceremony, Johnson
June 1. 1961 was
was awarded an hondeclared Lyndon B.
orary
doctorate
Johnson day in
degree in law, by legRichmond by the
endary
Eastern
Mayor.
Common
President Robert R.
Council, County Judge
Martin.
and the Fiscal Court of
After the graduaMadison County to
tion
ceremony,
LTIIII
t
JIMSM
commemorate the
Johnson aided in the
ft!
visit
groundbreaking of
Richmond was decthe Alumni Coliseum,
orated to the hilt in
was given a tour of
red. white and blue.
the campus and treatArea houses and busi- This was a full page ed to a luncheon.
nesses were stream- ad that appeared in the
In 1963, Johnson
ing with banners wel- Progress in 1961.
was sworn in as prescoming the vice presiident after the assasdent
sination of John F.
Along with everyone else in Kennedy. He visited Kentucky
the community. The Eastern again a few years later, in an effort
Progress pulled out all the stops to end the war on poverty.
for Johnson's visit The staff at the
|n honor of Presidents Day.
time wrote several stories about this week's Old School is dedicathis visit. There was also a full- ed to this former president who
page ad showing the declaration will always be remembered at this
of "Lyndon B. Johnson Day."
school as a friend to Eastern.

In fact, one of the vice president's earliest memories is of being hustled our of a
warm bed into a cold morning by his
father. Sam Johnson. "Get Up! Get Up!
Every boy in town has an hour's head start
on you already," his father would call.
Those words of a firm father still echo
in the mind of Lyndon Johnson - a man
who learned the value and a necessity of
work early in life When most boys his age
were hunting squirrells in the valley of
Pendernales River. Lyndon Johnson, at
nine, was shining shoes in the lone barbershop boasted by his hometown of Johnson
City.

BY JESSICA GWFHH

Old School editor

Worked for $1 a Day
He finished high school at 15. The old
problem, an immediate need for money,
confronted him. At a wage of $1 a day, he
went to work on a road-bsilding gang.
Then, responding to an itching foot, the
lanky youth moved west He worked his
way to California by taking odd jobs as an
elevator operator, a car washer and a
handy man in a fact.
Back home, he returned to his road
building job. But, by then, "It became
increasingly apparent to me that there was
something to this idea of higher education."
He hitch-hiked to San Marcos, where
he enrolled at Southwest Texas State
Teachers College and he got a job as a janitor at the school He sold hosiery door-todoor and between times worked as secretary to the college president
He was forced to drop out of school for
almost a year because of lack of finances.
During this period, be taught school in a
small Southwest Texas town of Cotuila.
Here, his first paycheck went to pay for
athletic equipment bought for under-privileged Latin-American students.
At age 22 - just three and one half
years after he arrived at the college"- he
received the Bachelor of Science Degree.
That was in 1930. He has maintained the
pace ever since.

In 1981, Vios-ProsWent Lyndon B. Johnson (left) visited Eastern, to speak at graduation
and to help break ground tor Alumni Coliseum. Ho Is shown here with former Eastern pros- /
idom, Robert Martin (right) and former Kentucky Qov. Bert Combs (center).

Born in a Farm House

Bora August 27, 1906. in a farm house a
few mile* from the town that bares his family
name Johnson received his early education
in the public schools at Johnson City.
After college graduation, he joined the
faculty of a Houston high school where he
taught public speaking and debate. He left
this work to become secretary to
Congressman Richard M. Kleberg. In
Washington, he found time at night to
attend classes at Georgetown University
Law School.
Opportunity to return to Texas arose in
1935 when President Franklin D.
Roosevelt appointed Johnson state administrator of the National Xfluft
Administration. Then, in 1937, »it?lffi#ft
being hailed as one of the outstanding
NY A administrators in the nation. Johnson
resigned to run for the congressional seat
made vacant by the death of James P.
Buchanan of Brenham. He won the race
over a field of nine other candidates.
With the outbreak of World War II.
Johnson, as a member of the Naval
Reserve, became the first member of
Congress to enter active duty. Gallantry in
action while on a flight over enemy positions in New Guinea won him the Silver
Star.
..... i M
Election to five successive terms in the

House followed. Then, in 1948, Johnson
became a successful candidate for the
Senate. ■ .
He became the youngest man ever
elected to Senate leadership office when
his Democratic colleagues unanimously
named him minority leader of the 83rd
Congress.He was later unanimously elect-,
ed majority leader of the 84th. 85th. and
86th Congresses in which the Demi
bad regained the controlling votes.
Johnson was nominated to the vice
presidency by the Democratic Natioi
Convention on Jury 14, 1960. During the
campaiga he traveled 71,000 miles by
plane, train, helicopter and motorcade.

I Return from Trip
trip that was termed by President
Kennedy as "extremely important" to the
peace of the world.
He visited South Vietnam, the
Philippines, Formosa, Thailand, India,
Pakistan and Greece.
During the commencement exercises
at Eastern Kentucky State College, the
first honorary degree in the 55-year-old
history of the college wifl be presented\J6
the vice president The degree wfll be/he
honorary doctor of laws degree.
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Colonel
seniors
deserve
a hand
This Saturday against hated
rival Morehead State, we will say
goodbye to seven seniors, three
from the men's basketball team
and four from
the women.
These seniors
have taken
entirely different routes to get
to Eastern and
have experienced different
levels of success.
COREYHALL
The men's
reseniors of
Clinton Sims.
Spanky Parks
and Chris CarsweU are all junior
college transfers who came to
Eastern last season amongst
much turmoil The Colonels were
coming off a 6-21 year under former coach Scott Perry when the
three made their decisions to
attend the university.
Exit Perry and enter Travis
Ford. With a completely overhauled roster and coaching staff,
thing* wouldn't get any better any
quicker as the team struggled
through a 7-19 season and a 1-15
conference mark in the 200001
season
The three seniors earned the
respect of the coaching staff and
with the fans as they always gave
it thek all and never showed any
signs of letting up even though
the team was struggling. Sims
averaged 10.3 points a contest and
led the team in three-point percentage and steals.
Parks is the team's top returning scorer from last season where
he averaged 13.4 points a game.
CarsweU is the teams top returning rebounder with 5.4 a game
and is also the top returning field
goal percentage leader.
Fast forward to this season and
not much has changed. The team
has the same number of wins as
laat season with!i seven and all
three are still main contributors.
The four women's seniors
eater Saturday's contest in an
iutility different situation. Only
one, Synisha Smith is a junior college transfer. The other three of
Charlotte Sizemore, Mikki Bond
and Zoey Artist have all been
Colonels for four to five years.
Sizemore received a medical redshirt daring the 1999-00 season
because of knee injury.
After struggling through two
losing seasons in 98-99 and 9940.
the team posted a 22-6 mark last
season while leading the nation in
points per game. This season the
four seniors have seen much of
the same. The team is 19-5 and
leading the Ohio Valley
Conference with an 11-2 record. A
NCAA tournament bid possibly
awaits the team, which would be a
great way to cap off a senior season.
Daytona 500
Sunday marks the start of the
Nascar Winston Cup season
which is the Daytona 500.
This year's 500 couldn't come
soon enough as the Nascar community Is still coping with the loss
of its greatest champion ever, the
late Dale Earnhardt.
Rule changes from last season
have been a hot topic in the
Winston Cup garage as Nascar
has gone back to the old aerodynamic package that produces less
lead changes and more single file
racing.
This package was demanded
by the drivers after several violent
crashes and the death of
Earnhardt was blamed on last seasons aero package which produced heart pounding three and
four wide racing and record setting lead changes.
The favorites for this season's
race include defending Winston
Cup champion Jeff Gordon. He
enters the season looking to capture his fifth championship and is
always a favorite at Daytona. winning the 500 twice. Dale
Earnhardt Jr. enters the race having won the last two restrictor
plate races and is showing many
of the same moves as his father.
If my prediction prowess has
carried over from the NFL playoffs, I believe I have a winner for
Sunday. As much as I hate to go
against Rusty Wallace, I am going
to go with Dale Jarrett. The rules
are exactly the same when Jarrett
had the dominant car in 2000 and
won the race, my crystal ball tells
me the result will be the same as
wall

Corey Hafl. editor

www.easternprogress.com
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Seven seniors to say goodbye
Colonels host bitter rival Morehead State
Saturday with men and women's doubleheader
BY CASSONORA KIRBY

Assistant sports editor

Steve Richardson/Progress
Clinton Sims jams in two of his 11 points in Saturday's loss to SEMO
Sims is one of three men's player's to be honored before Saturday's game.

Eastern's men and women's
basketball teams kick off an Ohio
Valley Conference double-header
against rival Morehead State
University on Saturday. The
league-leading Lady Colonels
come into Saturday's game off a
big win over Tennessee State
boasting a 19-5 overall and 11-2 in
the OVC record.
Eastern steps onto the court
with its leading scorers Katie
Kelly (12.4 points per game) and
Charlotte Sizemore (12.3 points
per game) looking to claim their
20th win of the season and
expand their four-game win
streak.
"It is going to be a tough
game," Coach Larry Inman said.
"They are a very well-balanced
team, they have great size inside,
and they've got great shooters.
They are not exceptionally
quick, but they have a very good
team and their record is indicted
to that When we had to play them
we had to fight for our life over
there (at Morehead) and it won't
be any different here," Inman
said.
The Lady Eagles come into the
game carrying a two-game win
streak, bringing its overall record
to 17-5 and 7-4 in the OVC. The
Eagles look to expand their conference mark with the help of
leading scorers' Tasha Gales
(17.0) and Travece Turner (15.2).

Inman once tried to recruit
Turner, a Richmond native and a
big threat to the Colonels.
"We tried really hard to recruit
Travece right out of high school
and she ended up going to
Richmond and then she transferred from Richmond up to
Cincinnati and then left Cincinnati
and went to Thomas Moore,"
Inman said." From Thomas
Moore she called us about coming to Eastern to play, but at the
time we did not have a scholarship available so she went to
Morehead."
Morehead also looks for support in its 13 returning letterwinners, including all five of the
starters and four all conference
honorees.
Fans can definitely look for big
things from All-OVC honorable
mention selections senior forward/center Tasha Gales
(Columbus. Ohio/Whetstone HS)
and junior guard/forward Travece
Turner (Richmond, Ky./Univ. of
Richmond) as well as All-OVC
Freshman Team members, forward Jody Sizemore (Hyden,
Ky./Leslie County HS) and
guard/forward Kandi Brown
(Olive Hill, Ky./West Carter HS),
all four of whom started last season.
Coach Inman feels as though
there will be some tough playerto-player matchups for fans to
look for in the Morehead Game
also.

"The biggest matchups would
probably be Morehead's Kandi
Brown against Eastern's Zoey
Artist, Colonel Teresa McNair will
be up against Travece Turner,
and Colonel players Mikki Bond
and Katie Kelly will be guarding
the Spears kid." said Inman. "Of
course these players will be interchanged throughout the game."
In the men's game. Coach
Travis Ford's Colonels (7-17 overall, 3-10 in the OVC) step on the
court in hopes of breaking a twogame losing streak and look to
avenge the Jan. 19, 84-71. loss to
Morehead.
Eastern will be relying heavily
upon leading scorers Shawn
Fields (15.7 points per game) and
Spanky Parks (11.1 points per
game). Fields is also the second
leading rebounder with 5.7
rebounds per game, while
Michael Haney leads the Colonels
with 6.9 rebounds per game.
Morehead is coming off of a
76-68 loss dealt by Eastern
Illinois. The Eagles step on the
court looking for a repeat of their
Jan. 9 victory over the Colonels.
The Eagles will be relying on
four returning starters including
2000-01 OVC Freshman of the
Year and leading scorer Ricky
Minard (22.7 points per game)
who is also a second-team AllOVC selection, third-team AllOVC pick Kyle Umberger, point
guard Marquis Sykes and center
Ike Lopez.

Lady Colonels
continue hot play
utes of action. Eastern went on to
defeat the Panthers (90-55) by
more points than they have any
team this season.
The
Eastern
Kentucky
Sizemore led all scorers with a
women's basketball team (19-5, season-high 23 points, tying a
11-2 in OVC) earned its seven- career-high with 12 rebounds and
teenth victory of the season last collecting four steals. With her
Thursday (Feb. 7) as it pounced season-high Sizemore now has
the Eastern Illinois Panthers out 1,434 career points, moving her
of McBrayer Arena. 90-55.
past Angie Cox's 1,425 points and
The Colonels secured a host's into sixth place on Eastern's allrole for the opening round of the time scoring leader list. Sizemore
2002 Ohio Valley Conference now needs just 81 points to claim
Tournament last Saturday with a the fifth slot, held by former Lady
win over visiting Southeast Colonel
Kelly
Cowan.
Missouri. 82-73, before packing
McNair followed with 15
up and traveling to Nashville, points, eight rebounds and four
Tenn. Monday where they clawed steals, while Bond tallied 11
the Tennessee State Tigers out of points and handed out five assists.
their den, 84-68.
Pam Garrett added nine points
The first half against Eastern and grabbed seven rebounds,
Illinois quickly turned into an while junior Lyndsey Warbington
intense battle as both teams knot- added a season-high six points off
ted together five times, the first at the bench in the victory.
5-5 and then again at 7-7. when
"I thought we played excepthe Panthers answered a put-back tionally well against Eastern
by Teresa McNair.
Illinois, " coach Larry J. Inman
Eastern Illinois managed to said. "We played a very complete
stay close throughout the First game and we did a lot of good
half intertwining with the things offensively and defensiveColonels, 11-11, before going on ly"
to lead by as many as four points
Two days later, unlike the
(16-12) with 19:12 left until half- game against Eastern Illinois, the
time. The two teams went on only Colonels found themselves in the
to connect again at 20-20 and 22- second half against Southeast
22. before the Colonels found the Missouri with no room to breathe.
Panthers too close for comfort
SEMO (12-11. 4-8 in OVC) had
creating a seven-point advantage managed to trim an 11-point lead
(34-27) with 2:25 left to play in the (57-46) to merely three points, 65first half.
62 with 3:54 left to play in the
The Panthers worked to break game.
Eastern's defense but could only
Needing to add this win under
cut the lead to five, 34-29, with its belt. Eastern Kentucky scored
just over a minute left to play. As sue straight points and didn't stop
the half-time buzzer drew closer, there. For in the next minute and
the Colonels seemed to liven up. a half. Katie Kelly hit two free
scoring four more points and cre- throws. Pam Garrett laid in two
ating some room to breathe with and Teresa McNair penetrated
a nine-»oint lead going into the inside for a bucket giving the
second half, 38-29.
Colonels a nine-point advantage,
The second half was dominat- 71-62 with just 2:21 remaining. In
ed entirely by Eastern Kentucky the end. Eastern proved to be too
as it exploded with a 28-8 run much for SEMO as it took the
which helped put them on top by match. 82-73.
as many as 29 points. 66-37, with
Senior forward Sizemore led
9:31 left to play.
the Colonels with 17 points, while
The Colonels held the senior forward Zoey Artist had 14.
Panthers to just 27.3% shooting Kelly also contributed to the win
from the field and forced 16 adding 13 points, while McNair
turnovers in the second half, giv- contributed 12. Senior guard
ing Eastern Illinois a total of 28 Mikki Bond also had 10 points
for the game. With every Lady and handed out six assists in the
Colonel seeing at least five min- win.
BY CASSONDBA KIRBY

Assistant sports editor

Nicol* Wanztl/ProgrsM
Miranda Eckerte goes up for two points in Saturday's 82-73 win over Southeast Mo. She is averaging 7.8 points
per game while shooting 44.1 percent from the fie-W and 71.8 percent from the foul line.

"I felt like we did not play very
good defensively in the first half,"
Inman said. In the second half we
picked it up and played better and
held them to less than 35 percent."
After the big win over SEMO,
Eastern was determined to continue its winning streak against its
next opponent, the Tennessee
State Tigers (3-19. 2-11 in OVC).
The first half started off well
for the Colonels as they quickly
jumped to a 12-0 lead.
After finding their momentum,
the Tigers managed to knock in
five straight points cutting
Eastern's lead to seven, 12-5. The
Colonels seemed to be on fire,
however, as they went on a 13-5
run pushing their lead back up to
10, 25-15. Tennessee State
refused to become discouraged
and managed to cut the lead to
six, 28-22, with 2:36 remaining in
the first half. Eastern would not
back down as it nailed four more

points creating a halftime lead of
32-22.
The second half mimicked the
first as Eastern dominated early
on with a 22-9 run givi. , it the
highest lead of the game, 54-31.
The Tigers managed to claw their
way back cutting Eastern's lead
from 23 points to 14, 71-57, with
4:25 left to play in the game. That
was as close as Tennessee would
get, however, as the Colonels
went on to win the game, 84-68.
• Eastern managed just 35 percent shooting for the game, but
shot an explosive 83.3 percent
from the charity stripe, while forcing 34 Tennessee turnovers and
gathering 19 steals.
Artist made her 10 out of 10
free throw attempts, which contributed to her career-high 22point game. The 5-10 guard hit
her last 23 free throw attempts,
which began when Eastern
defeated Austin Peay in
Richmond on Jan. 21.

Along with Artist, three other
Lady Colonels also reached double figures. This included McNair
who had 16 points, five steals and
tied a season-high with eight
rebounds, Sizemore who added
15 points, five assists, and five
steals, and Kelly who made 11-of12 free throw attempts and tallied
13 points for the Lady Colonels.
Eckerle also added six points and
dished out a career-high four
assists in the win.
"The Tennessee State game I
thought was a very physical game
and was probably one of the most
boring games I've ever coached,"
Inman said.
"I didn't think we played well
offensively. We did play a good
first half defensively, we forced
them into about 28 percent shooting and we forced 19 turnovers.
This was a good thing defensively
because we created a lot of
turnover situations for us to capitalized on offense."
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Colonel
seniors
deserve
a hand
Tint Saturday against hated
rival Morehead State, we will say
goodbye to seven seniors, three
from the men's basketball team
and four from
the women.
These seniors
have taken
entirely different routes to get
to Eastern and
have experienced different
levels of success
The men's
COREYHAII
Tot
seniors of
Clinton Sims.
Spanky Parks
and Chris Carswell are all junior
college transfers who came to
Eastern last season amongst
much turmoil. The Colonels were
coming off a 6-21 year under former coach Scott Perry when the
three made their decisions to
attend die university.
Exit Perry and enter Travis
Ford With a completely overhasJed roster and coaching staff,
thing* wouldn't get any better any
quicker as the team struggled
through a 7-19 season and a 1-15
conference mark in the 200001
The three seniors earned the
respect of the coaching staff and
with the fans as they always gave
it their all and never showed any
signs of letting up even though
the team was struggling. Sims
averaged 10.3 points a contest and
ted the team in three-point percentage and steals.
Parks is the team's top return
tag scorer from last season where
he averaged 13.4 points a game.
Carswell is the teams top returning rebounder with 5.4 a game
and is also the top returning field
goal percentage leader.
Faat forward to this season and
not awch has changed. The team
has the same number of wins as
last season with seven and all
three are still main contributors.
The four women's seniors
enter Saturday's contest in an
LUthUy different situation. Only
one, Synisha Smith is a junior college transfer. The other three of
Charlotte Sizemore. Mikki Bond
and Zoey Artist have all been
Colonels for four to five years.
Sizemore received a medical redshirt daring the 199900 season
because of knee injury.
After struggling through two
losing seasons in 98-99 and 9900.
the team posted a 22-6 mark last
season while leading the nation in
points per game. This season the
four seniors have seen much of
the same. The team is 19-5 and
leading the Ohio Valley
Conference with an 11-2 record. A
NCAA tournament bid possibly
awaits the team, which would be a
great way to cap off a senior season.
Dayton* 500
Sunday marks the start of the
Nascar Winston Cup season
which is the Daytona 500.
This year's 500 couldn't come
soon enough as the Nascar community Is still coping with the loss
of its greatest champion ever, the
late Dale Earnhardt.
Rule changes from last season
have been a hot topic in the
Winston Cup garage as Nascar
has gone back to the old aerodynamic package that produces less
lead changes and more single file
racing.
This package was demanded
by die drivers after several violent
crashes and the death of
Earnhardt was blamed on last seasons aero package which produced heart pounding three and
four wide racing and record setting lead changes.
The favorites for this season's
race include defending Winston
Cup champion Jeff Gordon. He
enters the season looking to cap
ture his fifth championship and is
always a favorite at Daytona, winning the 500 twice. Dale
Earnhardt Jr. enters the race having won the last two restrictor
plate races and is showing many
of the tame moves as his father.
If my prediction prowess has
carried over from the NFL playoffs, I believe I have a winner for
Sunday. As much as I hate to go
against Rusty Wallace, I am going
to go with Dale Jarrett. The rules
are exactly the same when Jarrett
had the dominant car in 2000 and
won the race, my crystal ball tells
me the result will be the same as
wal,

Corey Hall, editor

#12Zosy
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Seven seniors to say goodbye
Colonels host bitter rival Morehead State
Saturday with men and women's doubleheader
BY CASSONORA KRBY

Assistant sports editor

Steve Richardson/Progress
Clinton Sims jams in two of his 11 points in Saturday's loss to SEMO.
Sims is one of three men's player's to be honored before Saturday's game.

Eastern's men and women's
basketball teams kick off an Ohio
Valley Conference double-header
against rival Morehead State
University on Saturday. The
league-leading Lady Colonels
come into Saturday's game off a
big win over Tennessee State
boasting a 19-5 overall and 11-2 in
the OVC record.
Eastern steps onto the court
with its leading scorers Katie
Kelly (12.4 points per game) and
Charlotte Sizemore (12.3 points
per game) looking to claim their
20th win of the season and
expand their four-game win
streak.
"It is going to be a tough
game," Coach Larry Inman said.
"They are a very well-balanced
team, they have great size inside,
and they've got great shooters.
They are not exceptionally
quick, but they have a very good
team and their record is indicted
to that When we had to play them
we had to fight for our life over
there (at Morehead) and it won't
be any different here," Inman
said.
The Lady Eagles come into the
game carrying a two-game win
streak, bringing its overall record
to 17-5 and 7-4 in the OVC. The
Eagles look to expand their conference mark with the help of
leading scorers' Tasha Gales
(17.0) and Travece Turner (15.2).

Inman once tried to recruit
Turner, a Richmond native and a
big threat to the Colonels.
"We tried really hard to recruit
Travece right out of high school
and she ended up going to
Richmond and then she transferred from Richmond up to
Cincinnati and then left Cincinnati
and went to Thomas Moore,"
Inman said." From Thomas
Moore she called us about coming to Eastern to play, but at the
time we did not have a scholarship available so she went to
Morehead."
Morehead also looks for support in its 13 returning letterwinners, including all five of the
starters and four all conference
honorees.
Fans can definitely look for big
things from All-OVC honorable
mention selections senior forward/center Tasha Gales
(Columbus, Ohio/Whetstone HS)
and junior guard/forward Travece
Turner (Richmond, Ky./Univ. of
Richmond) as well as All-OVC
Freshman Team members, forward Jody Sizemore (Hyden,
Ky /Leslie County HS) and
guard/forward Kandi Brown
(Olive Hill. Ky./West Carter HS).
all four of whom started last seasen.
Coach Inman feels as though
there will be some tough playerto-player matchups for fans to
look for in the Morehead Game
also.

The biggest matchups would
probably be Morehead's Kandi
Brown against Eastern's Zoey
Artist, Colonel Teresa McNair will
be up against Travece Turner,
and Colonel players Mikki Bond
and Katie Kelly wiU be guarding
the Spears kid." said Inman. "Of
course these players will be interchanged throughout the game."
In the men's game. Coach
Travis Ford's Colonels (7-17 overall 3-10 in the OVC) step on the
court in hopes of breaking a twogame losing streak and look to
avenge the Jan. 19. 84-71. loss to
Morehead.
Eastern will be relying heavily
upon leading scorers Shawn
Fields (15.7 points per game) and
Spanky Parks (11.1 points per
game). Fields is also the second
leading rebounder with 5.7
rebounds per game, while
Michael Haney leads the Colonels
with 6.9 rebounds per game.
Morehead is coming off of a
76-68 loss dealt by Eastern
Illinois. The Eagles step on the
court looking for a repeat of their
Jan. 9 victory over the Colonels.
The Eagles will be relying on
four returning starters including
2000-01 OVC Freshman of the
Year and leading scorer Ricky
Minard (22.7 points per game)
who is also a second-team AllOVC selection, third-team AllOVC pick Kyle Umberger, point
guard Marquis Sykes and center
Dee Lopez.

Lady Colonels
continue hot play
BY CASSONDBA KIRBY

Assistant sports editor

The
Eastern
Kentucky
women's basketball team (19-5.
11-2 in OVC) earned its seventeenth victory of the season last
Thursday (Feb. 7) as it pounced
the Eastern Illinois Panthers out
of McBrayer Arena. 90-55.
The Colonels secured a host's
role for the opening round of the
2002 Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament last Saturday with a
win over visiting Southeast
Missouri. 82-73, before packing
up and traveling to Nashville.
Tenn. Monday where they clawed
the Tennessee State Tigers out of
their den, 84-68.
The first half against Eastern
Illinois quickly turned into an
intense battle as both teams knotted together five times, the first at
5-5 and then again at 7-7. when
the Panthers answered a put-back
by Teresa McNair.
Eastern Illinois managed to
stay close throughout the first
half intertwining with the
Colonels. 11-11, before going on
to lead by as many as four points
(1612) with 19:12 left until halftime. The two teams went on only
to connect again at 20-20 and 2222. before the Colonels found the
Panthers too close for comfort
creating a seven-point advantage
(34-27) with 2:25 left to play in the
first half.
The Panthers worked to break
Eastern's defense but could only
cut the lead to five. 34-29, with
just over a minute left to play. As
the half-time buzzer drew closer,
the Colonels seemed to liven up,
scoring four more points and creating some room to breathe with
a nine-point lead going into the
second half, 38-29.
The second half was dominated entirely by Eastern Kentucky
as it exploded with a 28-8 run
which helped put them on top by
as many as 29 points, 6637. with
9:31 left to play.
The Colonels held the
Panthers to just 27.3% shooting
from the field and forced 16
turnovers in the second half, giving Eastern Illinois a total of 28
for the game. With every Lady
Colonel seeing at least five min-

utes of action. Eastern went on to
defeat the Panthers (90-55) by
more points than they have any
team this season.
Sizemore led all scorers with a
season-high 23 points, tying a
career-high with 12 rebounds and
collecting four steals. With her
season-high Sizemore now has
1,434 career points, moving her
past Angie Cox's 1.425 points and
into sixth place on Eastern's alltime scoring leader list. Sizemore
now needs just 81 points to claim
the fifth slot, held by former Lady
Colonel
Kelly
Cowan.
McNair followed with 15
points, eight rebounds and four
steals, while Bond tallied 11
points and handed out five assists.
Pam Garrett added nine points
and grabbed seven rebounds,
while junior Lyndsey Warbington
added a season-high six points off
the bench in the victory.
"I thought we played exceptionally well against Eastern
Illinois. " coach Larry J. Inman
said. "We played a very complete
game and we did a lot of good
things offensively and defensively."

Two days later, unlike the
game against Eastern Illinois, the
Colonels found themselves in the
second half against Southeast
Missouri with no room to breathe.
SEMO (12-11. 4-8 in OVC) had
managed to trim an 11 -point lead
(57-46) to merely three points. 6562 with 3:54 left to play in the
game.
Needing to add this win under
its belt. Eastern Kentucky scored
six straight points and didn't stop
there. For in the next minute and
a half. Katie Kelly hit two free
throws. Pam Garrett laid in two
and Teresa McNair penetrated
inside for a bucket giving the
Colonels a nine-point advantage,
71-62 with just 2:21 remaining. In
the end. Eastern proved to be too
much for SEMO as it took the
match. 82-73.
Senior forward Sizemore led
the Colonels with 17 points, while
senior forward Zoey Artist had 14.
Kelly also contributed to the win
adding 13 points, while McNair
contributed 12. Senior guard
Mikki Bond also had 10 points
and handed out six assists in the
win.

Nicole Wenzel/Progtess
Miranda Ecksrts goes up tor two points in Saturday's 82-73 win over Southeast Mo. She is averaging 7.8 points
per game while shooting 44.1 percent from the field and 71.8 percent from the foul line.

"I felt like we did not play very
good defensively in the first half."
Inman said. In the second half we
picked it up and played better and
held them to less than 35 percent."
After the big win over SEMO,
Eastern was determined to continue its winning streak against its
next opponent, the Tennessee
State Tigers (3-19,2-11 in OVC).
The first half started off well
for the Colonels as they quickly
jumped to a 12-0 lead.
After finding their momentum,
the Tigers managed to knock in
five straight points cutting
Eastern's lead to seven, 12-5. The
Colonels seemed to be on fire,
however, as they went on a 13-5
run pushing their lead back up to
10, 25-15. Tennessee State
refused to become discouraged
and managed to cut the lead to
six, 28-22, with 2:36 remaining in
the first half. Eastern would not
back down as it nailed four more

points creating a halftime lead of
32-22.
The second half mimicked the
first as Eastern dominated early
on with a 22-9 run giving it the
highest lead of the game, 54-31.
The Tigers managed to claw their
way back cutting Eastern's lead
from 23 points to 14, 71-57, with
4:25 left to play in the game. That
was as close as Tennessee would
get, however, as the Colonels
went on to win the game, 84-68.
. Eastern managed just 35 percent shooting for the game, but
shot an explosive 83.3 percent
from the charity stripe, while forcing 34 Tennessee turnovers and
gathering 19 steals.
Artist made her 10 out of 10
free throw attempts, which contributed to her career-high 22point game. The 5-10 guard hit
her last 23 free throw attempts,
which began when Eastern
defeated Austin Peay in
Richmond on Jan. 21.

Along with Artist, three other
Lady Colonels also reached double figures. This included McNair
who had 16 points, five steals and
tied a season-high with eight
rebounds, Sizemore who added
15 points, five assists, and five
steals, and Kelly who made 11-of12 free throw attempts and tallied
13 points for the Lady Colonels.
Eckerle also added six points and
dished out a career-high four
assists in the win.
The Tennessee State game I
thought was a very physical game
and was probably one of the most
boring games I've ever coached,"
Inman said.
"I didn't think we played well
offensively. We did play a good
first half defensively, we forced
them into about 28 percent shooting and we forced 19 turnovers.
This was a good thing defensively
because we created a lot of
turnover situations for us to capitalized on offense."
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Ford frustrated over recent losses
BY CONEY HALL

Sports editor

rogress
Eastern coach Travis Ford has seen his young squad lose its last two
conference games after having won three of its previous four.

The Eastern basketball team
began a five day stretch of Ohio
Valley Conference games last
Thursday in hopes of maintaining
a spot in the conference tournament
In the first of three games, the
Colonels welcomed the nation's
second leading scorer in Eastern
Illinois', Henry Domercant
Domercant came into the
game averaging 26.3 points a
game. He put up 29 against the
Colonels but it wasn't enough as
Eastern picked up its seventh win
of the season 76-70.
After falling behind 5-2 on a
Domercant three just 48 seconds
in, the two teams would toggle
the lead until a Spanky Parks layin put the Colonels up to stay 1311 at the 13:38 mark of the first
halt
"We got off to a nice little
lead," coach Travis Ford said.
'But when you have Henry
Domercant on your team, you are
never out of it"
The lead would grow to as
many as 16 in the half as Chris
Carswell bucketed three of his
career high 18 points at the 737
mark. EIU shrunk the lead to 10,
37-27 at the break on a
Domercant buzzer beater.
"Chris picked a good game to
shoot the ball well," Ford said.
"We have really been working on

his 10 foot shots in practice and it
has paid off."

The second half saw the
Colonels double digit cushion
shrink to four as the Panthers
went on a 10-0 run at the 11
minute mark to claw their way
back in it 59-55.
A Michael Haney jumper
would end the run to put the
Colonels back up six. But four
straight Jesse Mackinson points
would bring the Panther's to within two with 533 remaining.
However, two Parks threes and
10 straight free throws (six from
Ben Rushing) down the stretch
would be enough to bold off the
Panther run.
"We changed defenses late in
the game," Ford said. "I think our
zone was really the difference.
When we've played close games
we have been playing very well"
Four Colonels recorded double
digit scoring efforts. Tying
Carswell for high honors was
Parks with 18, followed by
Haney's 15 points and nine
rebounds and Rustling's 11 points
including &6 from the foul line.
In Saturday evening's contest
the Colonels came into the game
having won four in a row on their
home court
Enter SEMO, a team with one
conference win, a 95-75 thrashing
of the Colonels on Jan. 10.
Eastern needed the win to remain
two games up on the Indians in

12 rebounds and Clinton Sims
who finished with 11 points.
Eastern's top scorer on the season, Shawn Fields, had his worst
game of the season. Fields scored
only seven points on 3-16 shooting from the field.

the race for the eighth and final
seed in the conference tournament but it was just not meant to
be.
Semo shot 67.9 percent in the
second half to erase a three-point
hatftime deficit and record its second conference win of the season
81-74."! just think there were individuals who didn't come out to
play tonight" Ford said.
After leading 37-34 at the
break, the two teams flip-flopped
die lead seven times within the
first six minutes of the half. The
Indians took the lead at the 14:06
mark and held it until Michael
Haney drilled a three with 4:02
remaining to put the Colonels up
one 68-67.
That would be the last time the
Colonels found themselves on top
as SEMO began shooting lights
out down the stretch, outscoring
the Colonels 14-6 behind two
Brett Hale three pointers.
"Our one game lead doesn't
mean anything now," Ford stated.
"We just have to go out and win
some games. They deserved this
win. They knew they needed it
and they came out and played like
itChris Carswell continued his
outstanding string of games by
recording a career htgfi in points
for the second consecutive game
with 21.
He was followed by Haney who
recorded his third double double
of the season with 19 points and

Too little, too late. That
seemed to be the motto as the
Colonels dropped their 10th conference game of the season
Monday night at Tennessee State.
Trailing 65^3, Eastern got die
chance to tie when TSU's Josh
Cooperwood missed one of two
free throws with seven seconds
remaining. Junior guard Shawn
Fields threw up a last second
three pointer that bounced off the
front of the rim twice before
rolling off.
Up 32-28 at the break, the
Colonels continued their sluggish
second half play as of late, allowing TSU to go on a 21-8 run
putting them up 49-40.
Down 60-53 with just 33 seconds remaining. Eastern wouldn't
die as Fields, Michael Haney and
Ben Rushing scored 10 straight
Colonel points to make it 65-63
and set up the spectacular ending.
Fields rebounded from two sub
par games with a 30-point outburst on 9-16 shooting from the
field.
Haney who chipped in with 12
points and a team leading eight
rebounds joined him in double
figures.

Track teams run in Cannon IV Invitational
BY LEE CASWELL

Sports writer

The Eastern men and women's
track and field teams traveled to
Butler University this past weekend to compete in the Cannon IV
Invitational.
The competition was stiff but
Eastern still managed to hold
their own, placing several runners
in the top 20 in their events.
"Cynita Hoskins and Michelle
Gibson were the highlights for
the women," said coach Rick
Erdmann.
Hoskins and Gibson finished
fifth and seventh respectively in
the women's 60 meter low hurdles. Hoskins crossed the finish
line after just 8.75 seconds and

Gibson finished at 8.85 seconds.
The men's team also had two runners place in the top twenty in the
sixty meter hurdles. Rob Jones
finished 17th with a time of 8.59,
and Anlami Shaw finished 18th
with a time of 8.65.
In the 60 meter dash the men
got an impressive performance
out of Roosevelt Turner, who finished in sixth place after running
6.84.
"Roosevelt Turner ran his personal best for the season," said
coach Erdmann.
Turner also finished in 10th
place in the 200 meter dash with a
time of 21.94 seconds. The
women's Melanie Bailey also
placed in both the 60 and 200
meter dashes. In the 60 meter she
finished in 18th place with a time

of 7.89, and in the 200 meter she
ran 25.82, finishing 20th.
Eastern also had several runners place in the top 20 in the 200
and 400 meter sprints. In the 200
meter dash the men's Dan PaDex
finished 14th with a time of 22.40.
and Sheldon Scott finished 18th
with a time of 22.56.
The men's 4 x 400 meter relay
team finished in eighth place with
a collective time of three minutes,
18.42 seconds. On the women's
side Sheri Calhoun ran a 58.19 to
finish in 20th in the 400 meter
dash.
Eastern's distance runners also
fared well on the weekend. Phil
Scott came in ninth place in the
men's one mile run with a time of
four minutes and 9.33 seconds.
Rob Mortenson finished 18th with

a time of 4:14.19. Alan Horton
placed ninth for the Colonels in
the 3000 meter. He crossed the
finish line after just eight minutes,
and 29.86 seconds.
Rounding out the field for the
colonels was the men's shot putter Elijah Rader, who finished
18th with a throw of 40 feet 10.25
inches.
The track and field team will
now start preparing for its conference championships, which begin
in two weeks.
"Our goal is to place runners in
the top three of each event we run
in," said coach Erdmann.
The team will travel to
Charleston, 111. to compete with
the other schools in the Ohio
Valley Conference on February 22
and 23rd.

Ryan Bertks/Progrtss
Tiffany Cartwrtght- •••n han» in Lexington on Feb.2. competed in the
Cannon IV Invitational in Indianapolis this past weekend.
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► Sports Brl«f»
Comptod by Caasondra Kieby

Adult Softball players
organizational meeting

The Richmond Parks and
Recreation Department will hold
the first organizational meeting
for the 2002 Adult Softball
Leagues at 6:30 p.m. in the basement of the recreation center
located at 321 N. Second St. To
make it more convenient for those
interested, the meeting will be
held on two different nights,
Wednesday. Feb. 20. and
Thursday Feb. 21. All interested
coaches or team representatives
only need to attend one of these
two meeting dates. For more
information call 623^753.

2002 football season to
open at Oregon State
Eastern Kentucky University
Director of Athletics Chip Smith
has announced that the Eastern
football Colonels will open the
2002 season at Oregon State
University in Corvallis. Ore.,
Thursday evening Aug. 29.

Softball Colonels
picked to finish second
The Eastern softball team has
been picked to finish second in
the Ohio Valley Conference race
in 2002. according to preseason
voting by the leagues head coaches. The 2001 OVC Champions
Tennessee Tech are predicted to
repeat as league champion . Tech,
which claimed the league's regular season and tournament titles
in 2001. received five of eight
points possible first-place votes
and 45 total points. Eastern also
had 45 points . but snagged just
three first-place votes. Southeast
Missouri, which has won five previous OVC titles, was tapped to
finish third. Rounding at the balloting was Eastern Illinois . Austin
Peay,
Tennessee
State,
Tennessee-Martin and Morehead
State. The Colonels are coming
off a 41-17 season in which they
finished as the runner-up of the
OVC tournament and recorded a
third place regular season finish
at 15-5. The 41 wins were a school
record. Eastern is returning six
starters among the 13 letterwinners back, including two first
team All-OVC selections junior
outfielder Elise Burch, who
ranked fifth in the league with a
.361 batting average, and junior
pitcher JoneUe C'sora. who led the
OVC with a .097 ERA last season.
the Colonels also return OVC
Freshman of the Year, shortstop
Diana Ban-eras and second team
all OVC selections Megan Mills,
Amy Herrington and Jessica Soto,
as well as sophomore Kelli
Bromley, who earned All-OVC
Honorable Mention last season.
Eastern kicks off its 2002 season,
Feb. 22-23. at the Mercer Classic
in Macon, GA The Colonels first
home game will be a doubleheader against Dayton on March 27 at
Hood Field.

Men's tennis
dominates
Georgetown
on Sunday

Football team inks 16 to
national letter of intent

0k

BY DAVE PRATER

Contributing writer

BYLEECASWELL

Sports writer
The Eastern Kentucky
University men's tennis team
had three home matches this
past weekend against Pikeville
on Friday afternoon. Murray
State on Saturday and
Georgetown College on Sunday.
The Colonels lost their first
two matches of the weekend but
rallied
back to defeat
Georgetown on Sunday. Every
player won his match on
Sunday. Seth Hauser won his
match
6-2. 6-2.
Chase
Armstrong won 6-3. default.
Luke Recker won 6-3. 6-3. Ahrin
Cheng won 6-4. 6-2. Lee Lester
won 6-1, 6-1. Brian Stephenson
won 6-3.6-1.
The doubles teams also went
undefeated on Sunday. The
team of Recker-Cheng won 84.
the team of Hauser-Armstrong
won 8-2. and the team of LesterRoss Schhter won 8-3.
"I think this was a really
good win for us, we lost to
Georgetown last year in a really
close match. This year we beat
them 7-0." said first-year coach

LM LMkw won his singles matcfi 6-1
6-1 and doubles match 8-3 on Sunday

Kob Oertel.
Despite the resounding win
on Sunday, the team lost to
Murray 7-0. and also to Pikeville
74) file other two matches. The
lone win in the two matches was
the doubles team of LeaterSchitter. winning against
Murray 8-5.
Oertel said, "Pikeville is 4th
in the country in the NAIA It
was a good experience for us to
get to go against that level of
Play"
The Colonels improved to 2-4
on the season this past weekend. "I don't think our record is
indicative of well we're progressing." said Oertel.

"Very pleased." Two small
words that speak volumes about
what Coach Roy Kidd had to say
about this year's recruiting class.
The Colonel captain, who has
many slots to fill this year due to
graduation, went mainly after
offensive linemen and linebackers
with nine of the 16 signees qualified to fill those positions.
"We were able to be selective
and get many of our first choices
for the positions we were looking
to fin." Kidd said.
The Colonels will also add to
the roster two defensive backs,
two defensive ends, one line
backer, one defensive lineman
and one quarter back.
Of the 16 newcomers seven
will be via the Sunshine State.
When asked why so many
from Florida Kidd said, "It's the
number of kids there to pick
from. We've always had good luck
recruiting down there, and now
we are starting to get some good
players from Georgia," Kidd
added.
Joining the team will also be
four from Georgia and one each
from Michigan. Ohio and
Alabama.
Eastern was able to capture
two players from right here in the

Bluegrass. Harrodsburg quarter
back Patrick Bugg and Richard
Walker, a lineman from
Manchester.
When asked about the lone
Q.B. recruit Kidd said, "Heck of a
good all-around athlete. He came
to our senior camp and really
impressed all the coaches."
After passing up an invitation
to be a walk-on at U.K.. Clay
County native Richard Walker
said he chose Eastern because, "I
really liked the program.
Everyone was very nice to me
when I visited the university,
including Coach Kidd."
The complete list of signees
includes. John Bode, DE.
Cadillac, Mich. Patrick Bugg. QB.
Harrodsburg. Ky. Steve Cassell.
DE. Floral City. Fla. Kayland
Denson, OL. Kissimmee. Fla.
Jerome Jones, LB, Decatur, Ga.
Navari Jones, LB.Lipscomb, Ala.
Jose Matthews. OL, Marietta. Ga.
Marcus Mayes . DB, Griffin, Ga.
Victor Nichols, DB. Orlando. Fla.
Brandon Rosser. FB, Marietta,
Ga. Will StiDey. LB. Jacksonville.
Fla. Jerrmel Turnage, LB,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Richard Walker.
OL-DL. Manchester, Ky. Chris
Washington, DL, Avon Park. Fla.
Jacob Wilkes, OL, Orlando. Fla.
And Willie Winslet. OL.
Brooksville. Fla.
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Sizemore named OVC
Player of the Week
Eastern
Lady
Colonel
Charlotte Sizemore has been
named the
Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Week
for the week of Feb. 11. Sizemore,
a 5-11 forward, averaged 16.7
points and 7.3 rebounds a game
as Eastern defeated three opponents last week. Sizemore's best
game came against rival Eastern
Illinois, where she fired a seasonhigh 23 points and tied a careerbest with 12 rebounds. Sizemore
shot 46.7 percent from the field
for the week . was seven out of
nine at the charity stripe and also
collected nine assists, seven steals
and four blocks. Sizemore is tied
for the team's top scorer with 12.4
points per game and leads the
lady Colonels in rebounds with
6.4 per game. The senior ranks
sixth on Eastern's all-time scoring
list with 1,466 career points. The
Hazard native also ranks fifth in
steals with 217, 6th in assist with
322, and second in blocked shots
with 64. Sizemore, along with fellow seniors Zoey Artist. Mikki
Bond and Synisha Smith, will be
honored in pre-game ceremonies
Saturday.

Men's golf ranked
eighth in District IV
The 2002 Eastern Men's
golf team is ranked eighth in the
NCAA District 4 b Golfweek magazine. The Colonels finished the
fall schedule with two tournament
wins, a second a fifth in four
events. Eastern is ranked 72nd
among all NCAA division I
schools with a 73.03 power rating.
Senior Brad Morris is rated as the
86th best golfer in the nation with
a power ranking of 71.31. Gotfstat
Statistical Ranking Service of
Bloomington. IL, has the Colonels
at 71st in the nation with a record
of 213-72. Eastern opens the 2002
spring season. Feb. 28-March 3 at
the Geico Direct Wolverine
Classic in Savannah. Ga.
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Check our website at www.career.eku.edu
or www.coop.eku.edu for a list of participating
employers and job opportunities available.
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you.
—An excerpt from the first Progress editorial,
published on Feb. 22,1922. Read the rest of
the story, as well as see old editorial cartoons
in Perspective on page A8.
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Check out a listing of Progress editors,
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in a special poster spread.
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History and Progress:
80 years of campus news
Exactly 51 years after The Eastern Progress began, it
abruptly stopped - but only for a week. The Feb 22, 1973
issue of The Eastern Progress never made it to the newsstands.
"Dr. Martin (former Eastern president) gave three reasons for
the papers' absence," reported Managing Editor Betsy Bell in
the Mar. 1,1973 issue of The Progress.
Apparently, missed deadlines, poor style and "shoddy
research" were to blame for the lapse in publication.
The absence of the paper caused such a uproar
on campus, that an emergency meeting of the
Faculty Senate was called to discuss the issue. It was
rumored that The Progress was being censored, and
the senate was determined to get to the bottom of
the problem. What they found, however was that the
staff failed to get their work in on time - a problem
which has often plagued staff members from the
inception of The Progress to the present day. With
the exception of this incident, missed deadlines have
never caused the Progress to miss publication
(according to our records).
Fifty-one years prior to this incident. The
Progress was founded by Lee McClain, who was
then the principle of Model High School. There had
been three student publications on campus before
The Progress, which only lasted a
lew years. They were titled The
Eastern Kentucky Review.* The
Student" and The Talisman."
When The Progress first
began, there were 15 people on
staff, including the first editor,
Lucille Strother. At the time.
Easttrn was called Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School, and only gave teaching degrees.
Consequently, the staff members of The Progress
didn't have any training in journalism.
The newspaper flourished however, and has been
a mainstay of college news since 1922. The Progress
has had numerous editors and staff members with
enormous talent over the years, but the success of
the paper is mostly due to the dedication of the
advisers who have taken the paper under their wing,
and brought it to its full potential.
Aside from Lee McCain, one of the most prominent advisers was William Keene, who supervised
The Progress on and off from 1926 to 1958. Keene
was an tf^gt*«»i professor who had a love for the language, which he instilled upon all of his students.
The long and interesting service of the college
newspaper owes its continuous growth and usefulness more to William Keene than to anyone else. For
18 years he supervised and guided The Progress
through its staff," wrote Richard Edwards in his
book "A History of the Milestone and The Eastern
Progress."
»v
In 1960, under the advisory of Donald Fehner,
The Progress went from a bimonthly paper, to a

Pro

weekly. The size of the paper was also increased
from four columns, to six columns at this time which is the size of the paper to this day.
In the 70s, while Robert Martin held office as
Eastern President, Ron Wolfe advised The Progress.
"Those were the days of Robert R. Martin, the
exuberant president who really didnt care much (or
The Progress because students were often critical of
him," said Wolfe via e-mail. "He did, however, grudgingly let them have a pretty free reign on opinions."
The mid-1980s saw the beginning of the 15-year
reign of current Progress adviser Elizabeth Fraas.
She has brought many changes to The Progress,
and has helped the paper to become a nationally
known, award winning paper.
"When I walked into The Eastern Progress, I was
very familiar with the paper and
knew how hard the staff and
advisers worked." said Fraas.
When Fraas began advising The Progress, her predecessor, Marilyn Bailey had already
laid the groundwork for The
Progress budget Bailey had set
up the budget in such a way that the paper could be
published completely through advertising revenue.
After Fraas had advised The Progress for three
years, die paper won the national Pacemaker Award.
"We didnt even know what it was," said Fraas.
"After all our work, the award was just icing on the
cake."
The 2002 school year is not only a milestone
because it is The Progress's 80th year, but also
because it is the last year that Fraas will be advising.
After 15 years of hard work and dedication to The
Progress, Fraas is moving on to something else.
"I've always been impressed by how hard the students work," she said. That's what made the 15
years worth it"
The Eastern Progress has had an impressive history throughout the past 80 years. From the first
publication, to the time when The Progress wasn't
published, up until now. The Progress has, and
hopefully always will be one of the main trendsetters
in college journalism.

Story by Jessica Griffin

The changing face of The Eastern Progress
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